Why conceive a One Sustainable Health (OSH) Declaration?

On October 2, 2020, in the aftermath of the first wave of COVID-19, we decided to launch an international forum to share complementary facets of actions and knowledge in a transdisciplinary framework aligned with the United Nations (UN) 2030 Sustainable Development Goals. The "One Health" approach seemed to us to be the most appropriate for a comprehensive framework to bring together human, animal and environmental health stakeholders.

Drawing on research and scientific knowledge, as well as on the operational practices of public and private actors, we invited a wide variety of experts and organisations to converge on an adaptation of practices in order to better take into account the living world as a whole.

How can we truly move towards the utopia of "Sustainable Health", accessible to all, without openly revising our operating methods and goals of action?

In Bangladesh, the Social Purpose Organisation Friendship has been working with the most climate vulnerable communities for over 20 years. Impacted by extreme conditions, starting with poverty and the devastating impacts of climate change especially on their health, these communities have developed locally led adaptation solutions.

This is the case for a multitude of Civil Society organisations in many low-income countries but also in high-income countries with growing disparities. To move forward equitably, we must be able to give dignity the place it deserves in the face of all dehumanising and vulnerable contexts.

We wanted the dignity of people, respect for animals, plants and the environment, to be taken into account simultaneously, in harmony with the Living World. Any degradation of one of the components of life has an impact on the others.

We know that health and education are the basis of all individual and collective development. While medicine is at the heart of our health, it is only a part of it. Funding for global health and education remains inadequate, resulting in much greater indirect costs for our societies because it is always more expensive to cure than to prevent.

Our practices must evolve based on our realities, our knowledge, scientific research and our agreed priorities to limit inequalities between causes and promote equity. They invite us to new forms of cooperation, both internationally and within our communities and local authorities. The evolution of the "caregiver-patient" relationship is an example of this, as is the strengthening of local capacities enabling the most vulnerable to become actors themselves in changing their living conditions.

Through the commitment and convictions of a diversity of experts, six (6) transdisciplinary International Working Groups (IWGs) launched in 2021, have progressed for 2 years, with the first membership of recognised organisations such as the University La Charité in Berlin (WHS), the Institut de Recherche pour le Développement (IRD), VetAgro Sup, the University of Geneva and...
Nearly a hundred experts and organisations now form the core of the OSH Forum and it is, above all, the personal commitment of every single one that has made this convergence possible, organised thus far with very limited resources.

The interest of the French Centre for Funds and Foundations (CFF) in conjunction with the French Coalition of Climate Foundations (CFCC) and its ability to encourage innovative approaches in the service of the general interest, to promote the support of first foundations including the Bullukian Foundation, the Daniel and Nina Carasso Foundation, the Fondation de France, the Veolia Foundation and the Foundation S - The Sanofi Collective, joined in 2023 by AFD and the Institut Pasteur.

Beyond the collaboration between experts within the six IWGs, the OSH Forum is a platform that connects a diversity of organisations aware that they each have only one piece of the health, environmental and social puzzle that must be taken into account globally by a genuine concerted complementarity, to face this context of polycrisis together.

Thanks to the support of two of our partners, AFD and Pasteur Network, we were able to organise the first Sustainable Health for All Forum (OSH for All) in Lyon from 5 to 7 July, 2023. It was preceded in June by four international sessions organised by members of the OSH Forum: in Bangladesh with Friendship, in Lebanon with St Joseph University and Amel Association International, in Senegal with the commitment of Minister of State Awa Marie Coll Seck and ENDA and its ability to encourage innovative approaches, in Brazil with the Foundation Osvaldo Cruz (Fiocruz), the Pan American Health Organisation (PAHO) and the Pan American Center for Foot-and-Mouth Disease and Veterinary Public Health (PANAFTOSA). The second Forum entitled “One Health for All” will be held in Dakar in 2024 before a third edition, planned in 2025. The fourth World Forum will be held on another continent, before returning to Lyon to alternate every two years with a foreign country.

We invite you to peruse the OSH Forum’s recommendations and join us for the next two-year cycle that will define the themes of the new IWGs in early 2024 with a view to publish their recommendations at the end of 2025.

We would also like to salute the unwavering commitment of our partners, who have invested precious quality time, especially those who have been able to do so on a regular basis, by giving time to this collective issue. We would also like to thank the commitment of nearly a hundred organisations to this borderless approach to life. Finally, we would like to salute the unwavering commitment of the USDT Foundation team, which has given without counting during these two years.

The One Sustainable Health for All Foundation supports the OSH Forum and the OEGH coalition, following the pace of commitment of experts and member organisations. All of them converged freely by conviction, without renumeration, thus reflecting the need to have an informal platform to exchange and collectively agree on priorities for action in the service of the Planet.

We must salute the commitment of all the experts who have invested precious quality time, especially those who have been able to do so on a regular basis, by giving time to this collective issue. We would also like to thank the commitment of nearly a hundred organisations to this borderless approach to life. Finally, we would like to salute the unwavering commitment of the USDT Foundation team, which has given without counting during these two years.

We invite you to peruse the OSH Forum’s recommendations and join us for the next two-year cycle that will define the themes of the new IWGs in early 2024 with a view to publish their recommendations at the end of 2025.

*The OSH coalition met at the Czech Medical Association (CMA) in Prague on 30 November, 2022 then at the Karolinska Institute in Stockholm on 8 February, 2023 during the Swedish Presidency of the EU, and recently on 29 November at the IS Global Institute in Stockholm and recently on 29 November during the Spanish Presidency.

([“Geneva Health Forum” (GHF)], Friendship, Agronomes et Vétérinaires Sans Frontières (AVSF), Casade, Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS), Action Contre la Faim (ACF), Solithis and many others.)
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Evolution of the One Health Concept

Chris WALZER
Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS)

The concept of One Health, emphasising the interconnec-
tedness of human, animal, and environmental health, has deep historical roots and cross-cultural significance, evident in ancient Buddhist and Indigenous teachings, Egyptian practices, and the philosophies of Saint Francis of Assisi, as well as in the foundational principles of Islam, Judaism, and Hinduism. Furthermore, the relationship between humans and plants, including their medicinal value, has a rich history across diverse civilizations and cultures. It is symbolized in arts and literature and recognized in early pharmacognostic works like "De Materia Medica" by Dioscorides.

Hippocrates, often hailed as the "Father of Medicine," greatly influenced the field of biomedicine and the understanding of socio-ecological health interdependencies. Born around 460 BCE, he was among the first to assert that diseases were natural occurrences, not punishments from the gods or fates. Hippocrates taught him to understand the impact of the environment on an idea encapsulated in his work "On Airs, Waters, and Places." In this text, he suggested that environmental factors - including climate, water quality, and lifestyle - had a significant influence on the health of individuals and could explain the prevalence of certain diseases in different regions, a groundbreaking concept during a time when supernatural explanations for illness were common.

Furthermore, Hippocrates' detailed studies on animal ana-
tomy and diseases laid the foundation for comparative me-
dicine. He noticed similarities between human and animal bodies, leading him to believe that understanding animal biology could provide insights into human health.

With the beginning of the early Age of Enlightenment, se-
veral advancements in veterinary and human health laid the groundwork for the One Health concept we recognize today. Key figures such as Italian physician Giovanni Lancisi, who studied the role of the environment in disease trans-
mision among animals and humans, and French veterinary surgeon Claude Bourgelot, who established the world's first veterinary faculty, made significant contributions to this field. Rudolf Virchow, a German physician, played an instrumental role in shaping the principles of One Health. He coined the term "zoonosis," which refers to diseases that can be transmitted from animals to humans or vice versa. Virchow's assertion that there should be no scientific barrier between veterinary and human medicine highlights the interconnectedness of all health domains, a core tenet of One Health.

Canadian physician William Osler, regarded as the father of veterinary pathology in North America, significantly con-
tributed to understanding the connections between human and veterinary medicine, trained with renowned profes-
sionals like Dr. Virchow, and educated both medical and veterinary students at McGill University on the relationship between animals and humans. In 1947, James H. Steele, a Doctor of Veterinary Medicine and Master of Public Health, established the Veterinary Public Health Division at the CDC. Dr. Steele recognised animals' crucial role in the epi-
demiology of zoonotic diseases, understanding that main-
taining animal health is vital for ensuring public health.

Calvin Schwabe, a significant contributor to veterinary epide-
miology, coined the term "One Medicine" and called for col-
laboration between the medical and veterinary professions, laying the groundwork for the integrated approach and cross-
sector collaboration that characterizes One Health today. His "One Medicine" concept emphasizes the interdependence of human, animal, and environmental health.

In 1949, "A Sand County Almanac" by Aldo Leopold and "Silent Spring" by Rachel Carson, in 1962 shaped the One Health approach by advocating for the preservation of ecosystems and highlighting the interconnectedness of human and environmental health. Leopold, regarded as the father of wildlife ecology, advocated for respecting and preserving ecosystems. His work focused on the moral responsibility towards the natural world, influencing us to approach the sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems.

On the other hand, Carson's "Silent Spring" was a call to ac-
tion against the indiscriminate use of pesticides, highlight-
ing the interconnectedness of human and environmental health. These works, among many others, subsequently have influenced our perception of sustainable land use and chemical risks to health, emphasizing the importance of understanding the interconnection between humans, ani-
mals, plants, and the environment.

In 2003, the head of WCS's Field Veterinary Program, Wil-
lian Karesh, stated in an interview with the Washington Post that "Human or livestock or wildlife health can't be discussed in isolation anymore." There is just one health. And the solutions require everyone working together on all the different levels.

In 2007, the One Health Approach was recommended for pandemic preparedness at the International Minis-
teral Conference on Avian and Pandemic Influenza in India, while the American Medical Association passed a resolu-
tion promoting increased collaboration between human and veterinary medical communities. At the 2008 Inter-
national Ministerial Conference on Avian and Pandemic Influenza in Egypt, One Health became a political reality as representatives from over 120 countries endorsed a new strategy framed as "Contributing to One World, One Health" to combat avian influenza and other infectious di-
seases by focusing on areas where animals, humans, and ecosystems interact. Following the conference’s recommen-
dations, major organisations, including FAO, WOAH, WHO, UNICEF, the World Bank, and UNEP, collaborated to develop a strategic framework that applies the One Health concept to emerging infectious diseases at the animal-human-ecosystem interface, drawing lessons from the H5N1 avian influenza response in the early 2000s.

In August 2018, the European Union confirmed its commitment to the One Health approach, emphasizing the need for prac-
tical policies and strategies that promote interagency and cross-sectoral collaboration. The United Nations and the
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INTRODUCTION

This approach intends to articulate convincingly, across regions and regardless of wealth, specific interests and cultural disparities, four complementary objectives:

- To highlight the core role of health in the implementation of the SDGs and the need to find the most appropriate balance between them that values the synergies of health for a sustainable future;
- To facilitate convergence between the various preexisting approaches that take into account the continuum between ecosystems, animal and human health, and societies as a whole;
- To facilitate dialogue between the above mentioned groups as well as public and private actors, academia, civil society, politics and industry and to support initiatives in order to translate these objectives into practical and feasible programs, interventions and policies;
- To raise awareness and facilitate the development of educational programs, keys to ensure the necessary behavioral change in the wider population.

These objectives aim at the one noble and humanistic common goal: Good Health and Wellbeing for All, which is the highest priority for the individual person and for society at large in all regions of the world and in all cultures. “Healthy Lives in a Healthy Nature” may be a simplified narrative for this complex argumentation.

The “One Sustainable Health” approach is based on the idea that beyond targeted responses to individual health challenges, a more consistent and holistic approach is the only required more than ever, not only encompassing human health, but also that of all living organisms and ecosystems, as well as anthropic pressures on the latter derived from agricultural and industrial activities, collective human behaviors and anthropological systems, and leading to heating of the planet, pollution and more.

Because all natural ecosystems retroact on one another, progressing towards sustainable health can only be achieved through a consistent effort based on the principles of resilience and sustainability. Because no region is isolated, sustainable strategies should be designed and delivered taking into account their global impact and the principle of universality.

One Sustainable Health thus includes SDG 3 “Good Health and Wellbeing for All” and is an entry point to all 17 Sustainable Development Goals. These provide an umbrella as defined by the United Nations on 25 September 2015. All groups around the world with different approaches, those mentioned above and many others with their well justified activities and targets, should act to the best of their knowledge and available means, but unite in a network of networks in the spirit of SDG 17: “Good Partnership for the Goals”. This is the guiding principle of “One Sustainable Health”.

BACKGROUND

The United Nations (UN) 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, including its 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and 169 targets, was adopted on 25 September 2015 by the international community at the UN Sustainable Development summit in New York. It provided a shared blueprint for peace and prosperity for people and the planet, aimed to eradicate poverty in all its forms and to achieve sustainable development in its three dimensions: economic, social, and environmental - by 2030 world-wide, in a balanced and integrated manner, that is: ensuring that no one is left behind. A few weeks later, on 12 December 2015, the Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) joined at the 21st Conference of Parties (COP21) in Paris, to deliver a landmark agreement to combat climate change and to accelerate and intensify the actions and investments needed for a sustainable low carbon future. However, as emphasized by the Global Sustainable Development Report of September 2019, the independent evaluation of the first 4-year implementation of Agenda 2030, while significant progress has been made on some goals, no country is currently on track towards achieving all SDGs and some negative trends even show that the world is backtracking on major planetary issues. Similarly, the last reports of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) strongly estimate that the actual global response to the threat of climate change is not on track for keeping a global temperature rise this century well below 2°C above pre-industrial levels and to pursue efforts to limit the temperature increase even further to 1.5°C.

THE PRESENT SITUATION

During the last, the COVID-19 pandemic has reignited the need to address current interlinked challenges in an integrated manner, other than through singular or linear approaches, and these shocks, with the associated increasing poverty and inequalities on a global scale, have highlighted the need to achieve SDGs as a matter of urgency. In particular, the response to the pandemic has fueled a growing understanding of two major interrelated challenges in the field of health: on the one hand, the need to strengthen the resilience of the health care and public health systems, ensure adequate and equal access to healthcare and promote consensus and adherence of the whole population to preventative measures; on the other hand, the need to better take into account the interdependence of biodiversity, climate and human health. Both issues imply to put health in all its dimensions at the core of Agenda 2030 and all international, national and local policies to implement the SDGs.

Long before the current pandemic, several approaches had already attempted to promote research and interventions explicitly dealing with the continuum and interconnections between human, animal and environmental socio-ecosystems: One Health, to address the interdependency between human health, animal health and the environment; Planetary Health, focused on characterizing the human health impacts of human caused disruptions on Earth’s systems; Global Health, to define and deliver evenly health strategies in a comprehensive and inclusive manner throughout the planet; Universal Healthcare and Equal-access to medicines, to overcome health inequalities within or between communities. While these independent but related concepts are already used in scientific analyses and policy papers, their strategic articulation and precise definition is long overdue and they have not yet been granted a sufficient priority in mainstream biomedical, agronomic and other scientific research, as well as education and communication. Furthermore, they should translate a lot more into operational policies and projects, overcoming established academic, political and practical silos as well as established short-term interests. To the contrary, some of these approaches have developed into dedicated communities and defined stakeholder groups that advocate their specific approaches.

“ONE SUSTAINABLE HEALTH”

This approach articulates the interdependency between human, animal and environment; the need to strengthen the resilience of the health care and public health systems; and the need to better take into account the interdependency of biodiversity, climate and human health. All these issues imply to put health in all its dimensions at the core of Agenda 2030 and all international, national and local policies to implement the SDGs.

The “One Sustainable Health” approach is based on the idea that beyond targeted responses to individual health challenges, a more consistent and holistic approach is the only one required more than ever, not only encompassing human health, but also that of all living organisms and ecosystems, as well as anthropic pressures on the latter derived from agricultural and industrial activities, collective human behaviors and anthropological systems, and leading to heating of the planet, pollution and more.
One Health definition and key underlying principles
By the One Health High Level Experts Panel (OHHLEP)

One Health is an integrated, unifying approach that aims to sustainably balance and optimise the health of people, animals, and ecosystems. It recognises the health of humans, domestic and wild animals, plants, and the wider environment (including ecosystems) are closely linked and interdependent. The approach mobilises multiple sectors, disciplines, and communities at varying levels of society to work together to foster well-being and tackle threats to health and ecosystems, while addressing the collective need for healthy food, water, energy, and air, taking action on climate change and contributing to sustainable development.

KEY UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES INCLUDING

- Equity between sectors and disciplines
- Sociopolitical and multicultural parity (the doctrine that all people are equal and deserve equal rights and opportunities) and inclusion and engagement of communities and marginalised voices
- Socioecological equilibrium that seeks a harmonious balance between human–animal–environment interaction and acknowledging the importance of biodiversity, access to sufficient natural space and resources, and the intrinsic value of all living things within the ecosystem
- Stewardship and the responsibility of humans to change behavior and adopt sustainable solutions that recognise the importance of animal welfare and the integrity of the whole ecosystem, thus securing the well-being of current and future generations
- Transdisciplinarity and multisectoral collaboration, which includes all relevant disciplines, both modern and traditional forms of knowledge and a broad representative array of perspectives

Preface

The One Sustainable Health Initiative aims to enable an operational, integrated, equitable and global health approach. It shall facilitate collaborative work, essential today, to identify worldwide priorities and operational actions needed to progress towards sustainable health for all. This implies the involvement of all key health-related stakeholders in an international Forum in which all participants have contributed with their expertise and allowed a truly interdisciplinary approach, without boundaries. The OSH approach is directly related to the 2030 Sustainable Development Goals agenda. Its implementation is a prerequisite to guarantee the successful achievement of the SDGs, including, but not limited to health and welfare as they are intimately linked to planetary health.

To this end, the Initiative created a consultation and research process supported by partners in particular in favour of a Europe of Health, with the input of international and interdisciplinary Working Groups. These groups, comprised of over eighty (80) experts from over 25 countries, representing a cross-section of Civil Society including, academics, NGO’s and the private sector, have considered the current state of affairs, made recommendations and concrete proposals to operationalise One Sustainable Health in the six strategic sectors: OUR IMPACT / Pollution; FEEDING OURSELVES / Food & Nutrition Systems; GLOBAL HEALTH / Human & Planetary health; HEALTHCARE ACCESS / Equitable access to Health Services; GOVERNANCE FOR ALL / Finance & Global levers of change; LOCAL PRACTICES / Empowering local communities.

Their recommendations were discussed in four International Partner Sessions in Bangladesh, Brazil, Lebanon and Senegal where additional recommendations were proposed often in the context of actual case studies.

This highly inclusive process has resulted in concrete recommendations of new operational actions and public policies in favour of One Sustainable Health that were presented for discussion at an International Forum in Lyon, July 5-7, 2023. International experts and policy makers debated the merits and shortcomings of the process – allowing for further enhancement of the recommendations and associated actions. These actions and recommendations were consolidated from contributions of experts in over 35 different countries and are closely linked to changes in the economic, social, energy, and ecological paths that will help to achieve the United Nations 2030 Sustainable Development Goals.
The One Sustainable Health for all Foundation strives to contribute to the global awareness of the issues, but above all, solutions for reversing the negative trends perpetrated by humankind.

The OSH Forum is founded on a transversal and multidisciplinary process driven by a community of experts (public and private operators and academics), working in six target areas, with the objective of identifying impactful operational programmes, pilot actions, and innovative guidelines for their funding and implementation.

It is conceived as a resource for policymakers and actors in the field, to help understand and respond to the polycrisis with informed, concrete actions.

**International Working Groups (IWG)**

**SIX WORKING GROUPS**

**ONE HEALTH - PLANETARY, ANIMAL & HUMAN - INTERDEPENDENT, FRAGILE, WEAKENED BY PAST & PRESENT HUMAN BEHAVIOUR.**

**OUR IMPACT**
Mitigating the impact of environmental pollution, climate change and pressure on biodiversity to promote better health outcomes

**FEEDING OURSELVES**
Towards sustainable food and nutrition

**HUMAN-ECOSYSTEM RELATIONSHIPS**
Adapting Human-Environment paradigms for better human and planetary health

**HEALTHCARE ACCESS**
Equitable access to quality health-related services

**GOVERNANCE FOR ALL**
Global levers of change to foster One Sustainable Health

**LOCAL PRACTICES**
Developing One Sustainable Health practices and resilience within local communities

**OUR IMPACT**
Mitigating the impact of environmental pollution, climate change and pressure on biodiversity to promote better health outcomes

**SIX WORKING GROUPS**

- **1**
  - **OUR IMPACT**
  - **FEEDING OURSELVES**
  - **HUMAN-ECOSYSTEM RELATIONSHIPS**
  - **HEALTHCARE ACCESS**
  - **GOVERNANCE FOR ALL**
  - **LOCAL PRACTICES**

**IWG Expert profiles**

- **2%** Industry
- **2%** Unknown
- **44%** Field operations
- **46%** Research & Academia
- **6%** Regulation & Policy

**Figure 1: Type of expertise**

**Figure 2: Gender**

**Figure 3: Geographic distribution of members**
ESSENCE OF THE OSH RECOMMENDATIONS

The One Sustainable Health for all Foundation strives to contribute to the global awareness of the issues, but above all, solutions for reversing the negative trends perpetrated by humankind.

Four pillars for implementing OSH Recommendations

PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE of One Sustainable Health challenges and solutions is key to ensuring its integration and implementation, essential for securing its benefits. Educate through examples that converge existing and emerging understanding and practices in public, animal and planetary health. This, while including indigenous experience that favors biodiversity and sustainability. Communicate and educate to raise awareness through various channels and approaches “glocally” to reach all societal groups in an equitable manner so that no one is left behind.

FINANCE of One Sustainable Health approaches is strategic to ensuring the success of its operationalisation. Governments can raise awareness through targeted review processes designed to examine consistency of contradicting public spending such as Fuel subsidies vs Treatment of health impact of air pollution. Existing funding instruments having adverse effects on Planetary, Human and Animal health must be adapted or phased out so as to reduce the negative impact. Mechanisms for multisectoral financing and blended finance can allow local communities to adapt and act effectively by implementing locally-led solutions. One Sustainable Health practices can be encouraged through favourable taxation and subsidies. Intelligent One Sustainable Health taxation should encompass existing “environmental, Health and Social objectives” at the national and international levels.

DATA & SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE are clearly identified as essential to ensuring effective understanding of the interrelationship between the multiple factors impacting One Sustainable Health. They serve as the foundation for decision-making, risk ranking and sustainable research funding. Indigenous, local, regional, national and international cross-sectoral research, data generation, collection, sharing and surveillance will foster evidence-based advocacy. They are the foundation for systems analysis that will offer calibrated and qualitative indicators by which to evaluate progress in equitable, inclusive and impactful implementation of One Sustainable Health initiatives and programs. In addition to integrating One Sustainable Health expertise within existing national and international panels and inter-governmental bodies and platforms, it is recommended to promote awareness and implementation of One Sustainable Health (For All) at the United Nations General Assembly. A strong recommendation is the establishment of a “One Sustainable Health Institute” initiated by Europe. It would oversee and guarantee independent curation and objective use of a comprehensive holistic database based on existing databases with improved interconnectivity including environmental and social data.

STRATEGY & GOVERNANCE must be optimised to foster local actions through public policies inciting and favouring regional, national and international One Sustainable Health initiatives. This requires empowering local and indigenous Peoples through implementation of innovative finance mechanisms for solutions and actions combining health, social and economic data, environment and climate goals. Regulation and mechanisms for compliance, notably through financial and insurance markets, can be powerful instruments in certain areas of the world, whereas raising awareness of One Sustainable Health through information, public campaigns and sharing experience on concrete examples is impactful everywhere. The paramount role of Civil Society is underlined. Transformation of food systems, water dynamics and usage, microplastics are all intertwined with planetary, animal and human health as also illustrated by Antimicrobial Resistance (AMR) and the propagation of “pandemics” of non-communicable and infectious diseases.

The One Sustainable Health Forum offers a dynamic platform for interdisciplinary dialogue, catalysing change, fostering innovative strategies and actionable steps to promote global health equity integrating planetary, animal and human health to transcend boundaries and make a profound impact on global health outcomes, in support of the Quadripartite’s “One Health Joint Plan of Action”.

CHALLENGES


©Ales Krivec / Unsplash
Detailed Recommendations

01 PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE

1.1. Make One Sustainable Health knowledge integration and education a priority and raise awareness of One Sustainable Health challenges through public information campaigns, youth education, outreach to women’s groups and vulnerable groups (e.g., illiterate people, marginalised communities, pastoralist, indigenous peoples), extension services, and workers, and the training of health and professionals from all sectors involved in OSH activities. To do that, it appears necessary to:

1.1.1. Build on the rapidly emerging initiatives around the globe in the domains of One Health, Planetary Health, Integrated Public Health, Health Equity, and new Global Health.¹

1.1.2. Build on relevant existing and emerging knowledge fields and new practices in public health, taking into account indigenous knowledge and the interactions with the ecosystems and the living communities broadly defined.²

1.1.3. Integrate One Sustainable Health in “storytelling”, “games”, postgraduate and undergraduate education and/or a training period in education (e.g. Nursery school) to University. The example of sustainable agriculture, food transformation and consumption are innovative approaches with communities, especially those living in vulnerable situations.

1.2. Incorporate, preserve, share, and ensure ownership of indigenous and local knowledge and know-how as an essential part of Global Knowledge. The convergence of locally-known preventive or curative interventions as well as custodianship regarding knowledge of food bio-diversity and biodiversity more broadly, should be integrated with current scientific knowledge through a participatory approach.

1.2.1. Promote research on indigenous and local knowledge and to promote intellectual property rights of the originators of this knowledge (individuals and/or communities) by ensuring they receive the just monetary return.

1.2.2. Promote intergenerational knowledge transmission about nutrition, health, environment protection and traditional practices.

1.3. Health equity, gender equality, disability and social inclusion-sensitive approaches should be advocated when communicating on One Sustainable Health, if not legally compelled at all levels to ensure that they are incorporated in fundamental principles, actions and output of societal, commercial, educational, scientific and governmental institutions.³

1.4. Co-create, curricula and information campaigns including local specificities, using innovative approaches with communities, especially those living in vulnerable situations.

02 FINANCE

2.1. Establish close relationship with national funding agencies and Research Organisations in the area of Health Agriculture and Environment in different regions of the world. As examples, in countries of the European Union e.g. INSERM (France), DFG, Helmholtz (Germany), Medical Research Councils in European Countries etc. in order to create and facilitate synergies between national, European and international funding mechanisms and strategies. Benefits from previous initiatives e.g. the EU Scientific Panel for Health, European Parliament and others.

2.2. Governments should eliminate harmful subsidy mechanisms to reduce or suppress their adverse effect on environmental and human health or negative environmental impacts in support of smart environment and health taxation for One Sustainable Health.⁴

2.3. Governments should establish review processes to examine the consistency of competing public subsidies (e.g. fuel subsidies vs air pollution and its health impact; beef/sugar cane production v its health impact (diabetes treatments); high-storey concrete buildings vs neurologic disorders).

2.4. Promote smart environment and health taxation for One Sustainable Health. Environmental, health and social objectives in national or international taxation systems should be combined and foregrounded under the umbrella of One Sustainable Health.

2.4.1. Implement taxes originally considered pertinent for “environmental protection”, as One Sustainable Health taxes (e.g. fossil fuel/carbon taxes, addressing air pollution, intensive livestock (animal) production and other pollution taxes, including elimination of exemption of taxes of fuel for the airline and shipping industries.)

2.4.2. Implement taxes originally considered for their potential to protect health and One Sustainable Health taxes (e.g. on tobacco, alcohol, Sugar-Sweetened Beverage (SSB)). Such taxes should be expanded to target industrial food products that are detrimental to both environment and health, including abolishing subsidies or taxing sugar production and consumption.

2.4.3. Encourage One Sustainable Health practices (e.g. biodiversity organic agriculture, extensive/pastoralist animal production systems) through favorable taxation and subsidies.

2.5. Establish mechanisms for multisectoral financing and maximise the potential for blended financing of country and local programs. Several financing instruments can mobilise funding in ways that help foster multisectoral investments:

2.5.1. Program-based budgeting could help cut across sectors and bring some sectoral interventions together, including animal, environmental and public health.

2.5.2. Pooled funding mechanisms can be developed at country level to fund local programs based upon severely constrained budgets.

2.5.3. Joint biodiversity agricultural, health and climate incentives and purchasing arrangements can be used to encourage climate-conscious mitigation/adaptation behaviour.⁵

2.5.4. All financing instruments - including grants, ODA loans, equity, or guarantees - should be used and channelled to environment-related action for health, in combination with grants to increase source availability and concessionality.⁶

2.5.5. Ensure flexible financing is channelled directly to communities on the frontlines. Financial instruments should be adapted to facilitate local access, use and accountability of funds and to facilitate co-construction and adjustments of projects by local communities in line with agreed priorities.⁷

---

¹ e.g. Food Systems Transformation as promoted by the UKDEFV field and of 2017 and that led to many actions (https://www.ukdefv.org.uk/): Addressing the impact of Microplastics on the food chain (Plant, Animal, Human) https://web.archive.org/web/20190122195529/http://ec.europa.eu/research/sam/index.cfm?pg=pollution

² As example in the field of international nutrition, increasing evidence is coming to light underlining the importance of promoting indigenous foods to sustain a “healthy” microbiota i.e., through natural probiotics.

³ Promote research on indigenous and local knowledge and to promote intellectual property rights of the originators of this knowledge (individuals and/or communities) by ensuring they receive the just monetary return.

⁴ Stop harming should be a first draft of public-policy reviews. A significant number of public financing instruments currently still have an adverse effect on planetary environment, animal and human health. Phasing them out, or at least progressively adapting them, would have a dual positive effect through reallocation of funding and reduction of their negative effects. Fossil fuel subsidies worldwide amount to $577 billion (World Bank). Agricultural subsidies such as those to the sugar industry also represent massive financial expenditures. Dumping practices, where surplus goods are sent elsewhere, prevent the farmers in those countries from making significant revenue by selling local produce.

⁵ One good example of dynamic currently created is the First Food initiative led by Unicef in WWF and Africa (https://www.unicef.org/wca/fr/1st-Foods-Forum)


⁷ Communities need the resources to adapt and act effectively and punctually. Blended finance can catalyse agile and flexible financing that can be rapidly channelled to communities for locally-led adaptation solutions.
3.1. Develop evidence-based advocacy on One Sustainable Health through cross-sectoral data generation, collection and sharing.

3.1.1. Establish a database (conception, implementation, rules of sharing, data validation) along FAIR principles (findable, accessible, interoperable, reusable).

3.1.2. For a comparative approach (e.g. between different countries), establish a strategy for data collection protocol and homogenisation of information.

3.2. Scale up integrated surveillance systems, shifting away from siloed disease surveillance to syndromic surveillance (e.g. a “systems approach”), to integrate environmental, social and economic factors in addition to human, animal and plant health.

3.2.1. Establish an independent platform / agency / partnership which allows for and guarantees independent academic curation of a comprehensive holistic database beyond silos and helps prevent the use/abuse of selected and biased data sets.18

3.3. Establish an international cross-sectoral One Sustainable Health panel at or with the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES), bringing together independent experts from human, animal, plant and environmental health. Elevate One Sustainable Health (for All) to the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA).

3.4. Integrate a set of indicators for effective, equitable, inclusive, impactful implementation of One Sustainable Health initiatives and programs using disaggregate data per gender, age, disability, and social determinants of health.

3.4.1. Leverage “state-of-the-art” studies that have been developed to measure progress and establish pertinent indicators. In some regions this has been or is being done e.g. the Americas.

3.5. Encourage and finance local research projects and the development of scientific and socio-economic knowledge in close interaction with indigenous populations, local communities and governments (local and national). Build the evidence-base of effective local solutions.19

4.1. Eliminate the boundaries between infectious and non-communicable diseases to promote better health by increasing spending on cross-cutting upstream environmental conservation and climate mitigation and adaptation interventions to promote health through better hygiene, sanitation, sustainable biodiverse agriculture and nutrition20, behavioural change, prevention programs and education. To be effective, this must be implemented at the local, regional and National levels.

4.2. Reform the global mechanism to fund prevention of epidemics, pandemics and elimination of neglected diseases. Move beyond the existing ways in which many Global Health Initiatives (GHI) such as the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis & Malaria (GFATM) and the Global Alliance for Vaccines & Immunization (GAVI) currently support e.g. in purchasing.

4.2.1. Moving forward, these funds should evolve to regional purchasing mechanisms to ensure allocation occurs within spaces of sovereignty, which integrate the needs for both human and animal health counter-measures.

4.2.2. The potential to consolidate global funding mechanisms including through a joint global contingency fund for sustainable, bio-diverse agricultural systems, health and climate should be further explored, building on the experience of the Pandemic Fund lodged at the World Bank.

4.3. Shape markets and consumer behaviours through changes in public policy. Engage in attempts to promote One Sustainable Health practices which often imply shifting private expenditures towards more One Sustainable Health-friendly practices.

4.3.1. Raise awareness through information (e.g. public health campaigns, NutriScore, etc.) or shift behaviours through nudges. These are public actions, which require relatively small amounts of public resources, but have a high return on investment.

4.3.2. Regulation, and mechanisms for compliance, including regulation of financial and insurance markets, can be powerful instruments.

8 i.e. surveillance of exposure to pathogens, chemicals, physical, and other environmental risks

18 e.g. consider the World Academies, Inter-academy Partnership (IAP) for collaboration in this initiative

19 i.e. For communities to be equipped with best practices to reform policy and to incentivise financial investment in biodiverse agriculture, climate adaptation, evidence on what works or does not and ways to access and use such evidence

20 The complexity of the increasing globalised food system requires a holistic approach and integrated actions at all levels, from private and public actions and across the whole food system from agriculture to trade, health, education, infrastructure ... using systems thinking
4.4. Support national adaptive social protection systems combining health and climate/environment goals. Mechanisms to improve livelihoods including “Food Social Security” mechanisms, should be established including cash transfers and accompanying measures.16

4.5. Create One Sustainable Health Institutes. We move to establish a ‘One Sustainable Health Institute’ in every country (and region, like the European Union (EU), the Community of Latin American and Caribbean States (CELAC), Association of Southeastern Asian Nations (ASEAN), African Union (AU), …) as it would be essential for human health, animal health, and planetary health which are interconnected and interdependent.17

4.6. Foster the transformation of food systems towards agro-ecology and local and diversified food production, integrating food-safety and food security considerations. Country Food Systems Transformation Pathways offer an entry point through which to consider actions that integrate One Sustainable Health Approaches. Consultations at a country-level should take place and be supported.

4.7. Initiate and support regional priority projects with populations living near oceans and rivers (watersheds, coasts and islands) to stop the impact of intensive exploitation and pollution on marine and other water ecosystems, given that more than half the world’s population will live less than 100km from the coast.

4.8. Systematically integrate One Sustainable Health considerations and objectives including urban food systems within urban and territorial planning.

4.9. Foster solutions to empower people in defense of One Sustainable Health actions in countries with “stable governance” (e.g. Legislation and Taxes) and in those where state is failing.

4.10. Centralise the voice of local communities in decision-making and solutions. Specific solutions must be contextually defined and include local contexts, communities and people experiencing the direct impacts.

4.11. Encourage evaluation of existing treaties and international agreements for opportunities to integrate One Sustainable Health approaches.

4.12. Foster and support legislation to declare degrading Biodiversity Hotspots, and other key planetary resources, illegal, thereby reinforcing the legal protection of high-integrity ecosystems.

4.13. Identify and address barriers to access One Health services and information to help ensure that services and programs are inclusive and accessible.

4.14. Implement a One Sustainable Health approach including indigenous/local knowledge and well as sustainable agriculture/livestock production systems towards reducing or mitigating AMR.

4.15. While climate change is applicable globally, its impact disproportionally affects low- and middle-income countries.

4.16. One-size does not fit all. Development, implementation, and evaluation of solutions must be included in and driven by local actors themselves. The example of food transformation is underlined.

4.17. These can include training, skills development and household asset management, including for women, alternative income sources, expanded access to formal credit, environmental services, including protection of coastal areas, forests, ecosystems etc. Productive inclusion activities, such as income-generating ones that accompany cash transfers, can support endeavours that do not harm the environment, biodiversity, human and animal health (e.g. environmentally-friendly agricultural production practices).

16 The main reasons for why such institutes are necessary:
- Governance and finance are inextricably interlinked, and we need structures that can combine the two and move beyond status quo.
- Important drivers for this change are the SDGs, the Health-in-All-Policy concept, and the understanding that we are entering an era of polarities to which both governance and finance need to respond in concert, urgently and effectively.
- There is emerging political acceptance and readiness for establishing an institution with this kind of responsibility.

17 While climate change is applicable globally, its impact disproportionally affects low- and middle-income countries.

18 One-size does not fit all - development, implementation, and evaluation of solutions must be included in and driven by local actors themselves. The example of food transformation is underlined.

19 Aiming at 30% of protected areas by 2030.
Mitigating environmental pollution’s impacts, considering climate change & biodiversity, planetary boundaries towards One Sustainable Health.

ABSTRACT
Recognised as the basis of One Health Essentials Ecosystems, environmental component protection, management and remediation of water, air, land and soil are considered as both an approach and an outcome needed at all levels for ensuring quality human, animal, and environmental health and biodiversity. The mandates and priorities of the environmental sector need to be fully integrated into the OH decision-making and implementation, including environmental data, innovations, and solutions under the nine planetary boundaries. With the end goal to eradicate all forms of pollution by 2030, UNEP as EU Action Plans “Towards a Zero Pollution for Air, Water and Soil” consider that it is high time to ‘reverse the pyramid’ of action and rethink the way goods and services are designed, produced, delivered, performed, used, and disposed of. Global and local stakes of environmental pollution and degradation are complex and often transcend spatial and temporal scales. OSH-IWG1 made the choice to combine the harmonised integrated DPSIR framework to the most recent WHO, UNEP, FAO guidelines, integrated practices. This, including innovative monitoring and metrics, most comprehensive risk, and safety assessment frameworks. Three incentive Proof of Concept projects proposals have been delivered by IWG1 to promote and provide key concrete One Sustainable Health guidelines and engagement strategy frameworks at territorial levels with, by and for all, on the Water and Air environmental components. A dedicated training action is considered as an essential step to enforce awareness, education and capacity building and federate all stakeholders to tackle complex socio-environmental issues through implementation of One Sustainable Health approaches.
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The harmonised integrated DPSR framework, widely adopted by the OECD, EEA and FAO and applied to environmental (air, water, soil) components. The DPSR framework considers the chain of causal links starting with ‘Driving forces’ (economic sectors, human anthropic activities) through ‘Pressures’ (emissions, waste) to ‘States’ (physical, chemical and biological) and ‘Impacts’ on ecosystems, human health and functions, eventually leading to political ‘Responses’ (prioritisation, target setting, indicators). This framework provides indicators to enable feedback to policy makers on environmental quality and resulting impact of political choices (to be made) in the future.

The most recent WHO, UNEP, FAO guidelines at multilateral level, integrated solutions and innovative practices, in terms of monitoring and metrics, of most comprehensive risk assessment methodologies, risk management, decision making support systems and engagement strategy frameworks.

This work is not intended to replace the many initiatives already underway but aims to build on them through convergence, advocacy and contribute to the overall effort, by providing respective Proof of Concept (POC) projects proposals on Water and Air components, to operationally realise OSH at territories levels under engagement strategies (3 POC brief available in annex A-B-C). Besides, Chemical and Waste related issues will be delivered under the next phase of IWG1 work, aligned to the current UNEP - Strategic Approach to International Chemicals Management (SAICM) working at the Forthcoming Global Panel on the Chemical Pollution (GHG), intended to be the IPCC’s mirror to promote chemical transition and safety around the world. See ICCMS - Bonn, Germany, 23 – 24 September 2023. Regarding Soil, a connection with the Global Soil Partnership experts is initiated.

Urgent need to enforce a shift from diseases surveillance to exposure surveillance to reduce the occurrence of both Communicable and Non-Communicable Diseases.

Advocacy for an Integrated Approach on Air Pollution towards One Air

Air Pollution (AP) is at the heart of global public health, economy, agriculture, biodiversity, environment and climate crisis that both affects, and needs the urgent attention of, all sectors of society. The World Bank estimates that air pollution alone costs the welfare system more than USD 5 trillion every year. Air pollution gases (GHG) often share the same sources, with Short-Lived Climate Pollutants (SLCPs) affecting both climate and air quality. Responsible for nearly half of warming today, SLCPs are tens to thousands of times more powerful than carbon dioxide at warming the planet. Certain SLCPs have harmful effects for people, ecosystems, and agricultural productivity. In 2021, WHO published new stricter Air Quality Guidelines (AQGs) for 6 classical pollutants (particulate matter (PM2.5 and PM10), ozone (O₃), nitrogen dioxide (NO₂) sulfur dioxide (SO₂) and carbon monoxide (CO)). While helping governments take steps to meet new stricter WHO’s AQGs, the Climate and Clean Air Coalition (CCAC) and WHO’s umbrella, is the only international initiative working on integrated climate and clean air solutions to stabilise the climate. Wide-spread, large-scale action on SLCPs maximise benefits for near- and long-term climate change, air quality, as part of national strategy in achieving the goals set out in the Paris Agreement, and enhance countries’ climate ambition, outlined in their NDCs (Fig 1). The CCAC works in the main emitting sectors to reduce SLCPs including waste, agriculture, oil and gas, transportation and heavy vehicles, and growing pressure of anthropogenic activities is leading to water contamination with biological, chemical, and physical contaminants inducing widespread impacts on human, animal and environmental health and affecting multiple earth systems. As water makes up 60% to 90% of the bodies of all living organisms (plant, animal, biodiversity and human), it’s intrinsic quality profoundly and sustainably determines the health of all living organisms. International bodies now support the transdisciplinary opportunity to place the water cycle surveillance as a sentinel surveillance nexus at territories levels under a One Health perspective. The surveillance of water bodies has recently benefited from advanced diagnostic tools deployed under large international projects for both chemical and pathogen exposure, more predictive and protective monitoring, risk and safety management framework.

On one hand, the complex mixture of chemicals in water means that targeted chemical analysis alone cannot assess the total chemical burden. Effective-Based Monitoring (EBM), became complementary to chemical analysis and provides information on early toxic modes of action induced by mixtures of all bioactive micropollutants present in different water bodies. More predictive and prescriptive chemical mixtures monitoring and safety framework is about to be embedded in Water...
AS WATER MAKES UP 60 TO 90% OF THE BODIES OF ALL LIVING ORGANISMS (PLANT, ANIMAL, BIODIVERSITY AND HUMAN), ITS INTRINSIC QUALITY PROFONDLY AND SUSTAINABLY DETERMINES THE HEALTH OF ALL LIVING ORGANISMS.

Safety Plans\(^4\) to ensure a more integrated and comprehensive water treatment performance efficiency (for both conventional and alternative water treatment schemes). Designed to better protect both human and ecosystem health, this paradigm shift in water chemical quality and safety assessment also provides the opportunity to be implemented under a One Health perspective along the water cycle.

On the other hand, wastewater bodies have recently proven an invaluable early detection tool in the fight against COVID-19. Wastewater-based epidemiology (WBE) has long been used to help inform broader infectious disease surveillance and mitigation efforts, such as the Global Polio Eradication Initiative. More recently, global projects were developed with the purpose to explore the potential of using sewage for continuous monitoring of chemicals of emerging concern (CECs), drugs, and antimicrobial resistance (AMR)\(^5\). Having experienced the value of this early-warning system approach utilising developed sewerage infrastructure, the potential that WBE holds for providing cost-effective health surveillance insights for the world’s most vulnerable and remote communities is currently enfeebled and promoted. The ‘Wastewater for Health’ report provides a guide to support the setup of wastewater monitoring programmes in low-resource settings, including WASH stakeholders. Water Cycle Epidemiology (WCE) framework is now recommended to become a global health monitoring tool at territorial level. In addition to Water Safety Plans (WSPs), WBE/WCE now offers a complementary predictive tool to better manage the required transdisciplinary risk assessment and management of water contamination, using an integrative and cost-effective One Health approach.

MAIN ISSUES TO MOVE FORWARD IN CONCRETE OPERATIONALISATION

Three Proof of Concept (POC) projects proposals have been delivered by IWG1 in order to promote and provide key concrete One Health engagement strategy frameworks at territories levels with, by and for all, on the Water and Air environmental components and associated with a dedicated training action considered as an essential step of change conduct to federate the territorial integration of Environmental Determinants into OH implementation. They will benefit from complementarity of other OSH-IWG1 recommendations.

Integrate the CCAC engagement strategy framework as an OSH operational guideline on Air Quality - Figure 1

- Support One Health capacity building at country-level among CCAC stakeholders, in Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs), National Biodiversity Strategies and Action Plans (NBSAPs), the Polluter Pays Principle (PPP), the Precautionary Principle to protect One Health
- Focus on geographic areas priorities and needs (African-Asia continents)
- Innovating funding mechanisms and economic models

Implement the One Water Approach on the Water Cycle - Figure 2

OSH ambition aims to promote and propose a proof of concept (POC) project that replaces the water cycle at the heart of adaptation with regards to today’s Environment and Health, Biodiversity, Climate, planetary boundaries and Inclusivity stakes. The main purpose of a One Water One Health POC project is to implement the most relevant innovations intended to provide a One Health management envision for both territories and communities including the following objectives:

- Smart, Innovative Metrics and Safety Framework Implementation for both chemical and pathogen risks
- Enforced safety framework to enhance innovative water treatment performance upgrades and REUSE
- Watershed and River-basin Scale Governance, Affordability, Social, and Environmental Justice
- Climate Change, Sustainability and Resilience, Circular Economy Challenge and One Health Impact

Deploy Awareness, Education, Capacity Building at territories levels to all stakeholders - Figure 4

- Encourage the integration of OH Environmental Determinants knowledge and Innovations-solutions with essential services professionals and territories strategies, under ESG, crossing all SDGs
- Create an interoperable OH academic in-service training programmes for environmental, medical, agricultural, veterinary professionals, aiming to Protect, restore and prevent the degradation of ecosystems and the wider environment.

\(4\) Neale et al, Effect-based monitoring to integrate the major hazards of chemicals into water safety plans - 2022 - Journal of Water and Health Vol 00 No 0, 1 doi: 10.2166/wh.2022.165

\(5\) ‘One Health’ approach to AMR Trinity protocol was developed by the World Health Organisation (WHO) to provide a standard protocol for integrated global surveillance of antimicrobial resistance (ESBL producing Enterobacteriaceae) across the human, animal and environmental sectors. This protocol includes standard methodologies for implementing in low resource settings to help establish AMR surveillance, including wastewater monitoring.

**Figure 1**: Why Reducing SLCPs is necessary to prevent the worst impacts of climate change (Elaborated from CCAC website)

**Figure 3**: OSH ambition aims to promote and propose a proof of concept (POC) project that replaces the water cycle at the heart of adaptation with regards to today’s Environment and Health, Biodiversity, Climate, planetary boundaries and Inclusivity stakes. The main purpose of a One Water One Health POC project is to implement the most relevant innovations intended to provide a One Health management envision for both territories and communities including the following objectives:
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**Figure 2** Elaborated from WHO-UNEP’s CCAC engagement strategy framework (Elaborated from CCAC website)

**Figure 3** Health in All Policies
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**Figure 4** Certificate POC: Best Practices to Integrate the Environment into One Health at territories level
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**Learning Territories**

**Practices in Project Implementation to mobilize & engage**:

- Territories decision makers
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**OSH AMB! - Put the Water Cycle at the heart of Adaptation**

**under Climate - One Health - Environment - Biodiversity - Water Stewardship Stakes**

---

**POC**

**Year 1 - S1 - continued on Y2-3**

**Year 1 - S2**

- One Water One Health Implementation

---

**Year 2**

- Adaptation to Practice

**Year 3**

- Capacity Building to support long-term engagement strategies

---

**Figure 3** One Water One Health Proof of Concept Project “emission”
ABSTRACT
In the framework of the UN Food Systems Summit, addressing global food systems’ sustainability and resilience, countries designed transformation pathways shared under FAO’s guidance. Ethiopia’s 2030 food system transformation exemplified this on the African continent, in alignment with the Africa Common Position on Food Systems Transformation. A One Health approach to these transformations would generate major impacts, unleashing their potential for shared wellbeing of all. Indeed, food systems impact human, animal, plant, and ecosystem health. In particular, safeguarding food biodiversity and indigenous knowledge plays a pivotal role in balanced, nutritious diets, soil health, and robust gut microbiomes, contributing to overall health and sustainability.

Our key recommendations are to use Country Food System Transformation Pathways as a practical entry point for implementing One Health. Multi-country consultations and case studies (e.g., Ethiopia) will help guide policy-making. The African Common Position provides a continental entry point for One Health. Lessons from this can inform replication in other regions. Operationalisation raises several issues. Trade policies must be revised to balance environmental, social, and economic considerations, particularly regarding food biodiversity. Communication strategies for healthy diets and the promotion of indigenous knowledge are essential. Mutual understanding between food and health systems’ actors is vital but mostly lacking. Investments are needed to upgrade food value chains, with a focus on agricultural model diversity, supporting sustainability, resilience and equity.

As a conclusion, a One Sustainable Health approach to food system transformation would generate major benefits, underlining the impetus to urgently address the gaps in knowledge and policies to leverage these efforts.
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Main Observations / Knowledge

In 2021, the UN Food Systems Summit (UNFSS) addressed the complex and interrelated challenges facing our global food systems. The summit aimed at catalysing changes in the way we produce, distribute, and consume food to make food systems more sustainable, equitable, and resilient while addressing challenges like hunger, malnutrition, and environmental degradation. Stakeholders, including governments, organisations, and businesses, made voluntary commitments to take specific actions to transform food systems. Transformation pathways were designed by countries and shared on a central database under the auspicis of FAO. As a lead example on the African continent, Ethiopia designed a strategy towards 2030 for the transformation of its food system. This example fits into a more general movement on the continent, landmarked by the Africa Common Position on Food Systems Transformation.

We firmly believe that a One Health approach to food systems transformation will create major impact. Indeed, food systems are a prime example of interconnectedness between human, animal, plant and ecosystems health. The quality of the food we consume, the health of the animals involved in production, and the sustainability of agricultural practices all have direct and indirect impacts on human health. Transforming food systems with a One Agricultural practices all have direct and indirect impacts on the health and well-being of ecosystems, people’s livelihoods. Therefore, there is a need to promote collaborations between health and food systems, together with all involved actors and sectors.

The promotion of food biodiversity is integral to the One Health approach. Embracing a wide variety of plant and animal species in our diets not only nourishes human health but also ensures the well-being of ecosystems and the planet. Indigenous Peoples have historically safeguarded the rich tapestry of food biodiversity through their sustainable agricultural practices and seed preservation techniques. Recognising their custodianship is pivotal in honouring tradition and wisdom while advancing sustainable food systems.

Enhancing food biodiversity translates to more balanced, nutritious, and eco-friendly diets. Diverse diets combat multiple forms of malnutrition and diet-related illnesses, by providing an array of vital nutrients and protective compounds. Furthermore, biodiversity-driven farming practices sustain soil health (soil microbiome), reduce the environmental footprint, and fortify the gut microbiome, which plays a pivotal role in human well-being. In this intricate web of connections, a diversified diet leads to better overall health outcomes, reduced healthcare expenses, and a more sustainable environment. In championing food biodiversity and indigenous knowledge, we not only ensure healthier lives but also safeguard the harmony of the planet in alignment with the One Health framework.

Appropriate policy instruments are needed to address the integration of a One Health approach into country and regional food systems transformation pathways to address coherence and equity power relations. Country and regional food system transformation pathways offer entry points of ongoing efforts through which to integrate the needed One Health approaches. By the political impetus it represents, the lead of some countries like Ethiopia on food systems transformation pathway appear as important case studies and opportunity for learning. Their understanding will allow identifying operational programs and pilot actions, bridging existing “silos” through interdisciplinary and multisectoral discussions/consultations. This would allow addressing priorities in the field in a consistent manner, working in complementarity with existing organisations and countries within the pathways designed under UNFSS.

It is important to harness these ongoing experiences and unleash their potential through the adoption of a One Health approach, while generating lessons through and for the diversity of social and ecological contexts across the globe.

More specifically, a One Sustainable Health perspective on food system transformation:

Food Supply and Environments

- Considers the impacts of agricultural and husbandry practices, on both the environment and climate, including antimicrobial resistance, interference between ecosystems and microbes, and avoidance of zoonotic spill-over events and potential consequences on humans.
- Meets current food and nutrition needs for everyone at all stages of the lifecycle without compromising the ability of food systems to meet the needs of future generations.

- Ensures public health is prioritised across the entirety of food systems – production, processing, packaging, distribution, marketing, consumption and disposal.
- Promotes equitable physical, economic and social access to diets that are health promoting and support a diversity of cultures, socio-demographics, and lifestyles.

Food System Outcomes

- Improves food and water security, dietary quality and safety, and nutrition outcomes (addressing all the multiple forms of malnutrition (stunting, wasting, overweight and obesity, micronutrient deficiencies) and prevention of diet-related non-communicable diseases).
- Ensures protection of the public/consumers from false and unproven nutrition and health claims.
- Links non-communicable diseases linked to nutrition and the environment (including microbiota and gene-environment interactions leading to metabolic, inflammatory and auto-immune diseases).
- Promotes food safety and the avoidance of food-borne illness, unsafe and unhygienic food practices, and minimising zoonotic spill-over events.

Food System Drivers

- Minimises trade distortions and regulations that increase the trading of unhealthy food commodities.
- Reduces the impact of production practices on sustainability, the environment and climate.
- Encourages food choices that support long term environ-
African Common Position on Food System Transformation. The application of this approach should be considered in other regions to create a global impact of the lessons learned. To inform this replication of efforts and differentiation into adapted models, differences and commonalities between various social, economic and ecological settings in terms of One Health implementation in food system transformation should be addressed through the same multi-stakeholder consultation strategy.

MAIN ISSUES TO MOVE FORWARD IN CONCRETE OPERATIONALISATION

Throughout the implementation of the recommendations above, a One Health perspective on food system transformation will have to address the following issues. Trade policies around agriculture must be revised to account for its centrality in the health of humans and of the planet. Trade plays a crucial role in shaping agriculture worldwide, with major environmental and social impacts of uneven competition between agricultural models, and affecting food biodiversity. Environmental, social, and economic stakes must be balanced, to support the diversity of production, underpinning biological diversity, diet balance and overall system resilience.

Communication and information strategies to orient food choices towards diets with optimal outcomes for nutrition and health of all must be designed. To maximise the impact of any information-giving strategy around diets and agriculture, a preliminary development of health literacy around food must be conducted, in line with the idea of a One Health literacy.

Biases against indigenous knowledge and practices must be tackled through a mutually reinforcing dialogue with modern science and technology. To allow for a fair dialogue, valorisation of indigenous knowledge, especially regarding to food biodiversity and ecosystem health, must be accompanied by guarantees on intellectual property rights through bio-cultural protocols, taking account of the communal nature of indigenous knowledge as well as its spiritual significance.

Intersectoral collaboration will suffer from a lack of mutual understanding between actors engaged in food and health systems. Networked approaches should be mobilised to create the needed links.

Implement measures in favour of food safety, environmentally sound production practices, and correct information of consumers’ choice, an upgrade of food value chains across the globe is needed, which calls for significant public and private investments. These investments should pay particular attention to actors operating disfavoured agricultural models, to leave no one behind and support social, economic and biological diversity for overall system resilience.
Adapting Human-Environment paradigms for better human and planetary health

ABSTRACT
Our objective is to go beyond the perhaps unrealistic rhetoric of unity and holism, and ask: what does One Health in the ‘real world’ mean? And what needs to be done to better link research with policy and action for impact across sectors?

An increasing number of anthropological, biological and sociological studies have revealed how complex social, cultural, political, professional, economic and environmental determinants influence health interventions. These studies all highlight the importance of culture and values, the perception of the risks, etc.

Unfortunately, the characteristics and practices of populations are, most of the time, considered as brakes to action as well as risk factors. This reasoning, in terms of factors, makes values and populations simple levers of public policy. Thus, the social sciences must often respond to a so-called communication problem. This group proposes to move a step aside by putting the relationships between humans and the rest of the living world at the epicenter of the One Sustainable Health approach.

This approach makes it possible to overcome the historical separations of risk management and governance including between the “North and the South”, through developing a more relevant typology following the classes of living areas: Urban and land management, land-use and farming, Costal and oceanic areas including fisheries, Forests, etc., to analyse how human interactions with the so-called ‘nature’ can evolve and can be improved to achieve a One Sustainable Health.

There is an urgent need to better describe and analyse social representations of the relationship with “nature” in order to propose significant changes, starting with primary education and not limiting ourselves to professional and university training.
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The transformation of Homo Sapiens into an urban species, from villages to cities 8,000 years ago, had a profound impact on our relationship with nature. The urban revolution (linked to an implementation of efficient infrastructures for water and energy distribution, waste management and communications among others) succeeded the agricultural revolution, which refers to the slow and arduous process of gradually domesticating livestock, cereals and other plant crops over many generations. Where humans produced enough food, the creation of towns and cities was also inevitable (Suzman, 2022), and this inevitably distanced us from nature. How are we building our relationship with ‘nature’ today?

At the same time, and still today, other social groups, even if they may be demographically less significant, have maintained differentiated and situated ontologies with nature. So it’s not a question of reinventing, but of restoring and repairing links with nature and the health of living beings, taking into account and in partnership with these other groups (IWG 6 - working with indigenous communities).

Moving beyond the notion of Nature as an object that humans can manipulate following their wills, we here consider the concept of Nature as a project, in which human beings become responsible for a shared future with nature. In this group, we have decided to take a closer look at the foundations of our plural and complex relationships with what we have called ‘nature’ over the course of time and across cultural contexts, looking at both conflicts and innovations in order to understand what drives them.

In International Working Group 3, our objective involved investigating several intermediate steps such as:

• Analyse several competing “Western and non-Western” paradigms of human-environment relations to examine and assess strengths and weaknesses.

• Identify existing discussions on the evolution of relations between humans and the rest of the living world - there are groups and existing expertise that have studied and published reports on how humans must rearrange our relationship with the ecosystems, in particular animals and plants.

• Global Evaluation for Public Policies. While One Health approach invites us to take up this democratic challenge, the effectiveness of public policies is rarely evaluated from a global perspective, i.e., taking into account their economic, social, health, environmental and ethical consequences.

Changing our relationship with "nature" in our lives, experiencing nature for all

• Making access to nature an important part of public policy.

• Schools in nature: identifying green spaces for schools that are underused during the week.

• Researchers and policy makers need to increase their attention and effort on planning how best to reconnect people with nature, which contributes greatly both to achieving healthy societies and overcoming a wide range of environmental issues.

• Environmental microbial exposure, particularly from soil, water and plants, shapes our health and reduces some of our illnesses such as asthma and allergies, linked to our disconnection from nature and the lack of stimulation of the immune system. In this context, the links between ‘microbes and social equity’ are rooted in new knowledge about the vital ecosystem services we derive from microorganisms. Thus, social inequality, when it hinders access to biodiversity, also hinders access to micro-biodiversity and its health benefits.

• The recognition of the rights of animals, rivers, etc.

Living in a (non)polluted world

• Promote transparency in public policies and strengthen the power of public authorities over activities that have an impact on the environment.

• While food production have to be sustained for food security, other viable strategies exist to reduce pollution such as decreasing livestock size and ban the substances glyphosate, neonicotinoids and promote viable alternatives.

• Agricultural education needs to change and stop serving industrial agriculture and instead support farming methods.

• Promoting planting of vegetables for local consumption, slaughter on the farm.

• Recovering "waste": farms, local authorities, industry (eco-design...).

Learning to work together

• Training in One Health approaches in organisations, at work, and even at an early age to practice working together.

• Draw on specific methodological innovations such as the One Health methodology (ENS-FVI VetAgro Sup).

• Broadcasting the One Health Mural: for adults, experts, and at school.

• Promoting intersectoral collaboration and removing legal barriers to cooperation between doctors and vets: regarding crisis management, surveillance, screening tests, stocks of personal protective equipment (masks, gowns, overalls, headgear, respirators, vaccination aids, epidermiological surveys, etc.).

MAIN ISSUES TO MOVE FORWARD IN CONCRETE OPERATIONALISATION

Can One Health be part of the solution?

First, certain things may work in one context but not in others. It is therefore crucial to tailor strategies to the local conditions.

Second, a One Health approach also means conflicts, contradictions, competitions between professions. Third, a major focus has been on capacity building, this needs specific methodological innovations (cf. A One Health Methodology).

Moreover, moving the agenda demands new forms of policy negotiation and involvement of different government ministries and international organisations.

• Promoting intersectoral collaboration and removing legal barriers to cooperation between doctors and vets: regarding crisis management, surveillance, screening tests, stocks of personal protective equipment (masks, gowns, overalls, headgear, respirators, vaccination aids, epidermiological surveys, etc.).

• Promoting intersectoral collaboration and removing legal barriers to cooperation between doctors and vets: regarding crisis management, surveillance, screening tests, stocks of personal protective equipment (masks, gowns, overalls, headgear, respirators, vaccination aids, epidermiological surveys, etc.).
Equitable access to quality health-related services

ABSTRACT
One Sustainable Health for all implies health equity, which should encompass not only human health and its determinants but also animal and environmental health. Health equity refers to access to services and information, quality of these services, and the health outcomes. These components of health equity provide indicators for surveillance and for assessing the impact of One Health interventions. Addressing health inequities within social systems and accounting for social determinants of health is warranted. It requires an inclusive and intersectoral approach so that those who live in marginalised, vulnerable situations and at risk are not left behind. The WHO building blocks initially designed for the assessment of human health systems may help to analyse the intersections of global health and health equity. The main recommendations to enhance health equity within the One Health approach pertain to: 1) Policy, advocacy and financing; 2) Implementation, organisational development and integration; and 3) Research, education and information. In order to operationalise these recommendations, health system reforms are undoubtedly necessary, but this is a slow process. Advocated strategies to hasten the process are first to raise the awareness of One sustainable and Equitable Health including among the OSH Forum partners, and second, to jointly design and secure funding for a One Sustainable and Equitable Health pilot study integrating the concerns of all the international working groups of the OSH Forum.
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CHALLENGES

MAIN OBSERVATIONS / KNOWLEDGE

Health Inequities Need to be Addressed to Ensure no One is Left Behind

Health inequities have dramatic effects on health outcomes, especially for those who experience or may be at risk of marginalisation due to intersections of specific determinants such as age, sexual orientation, gender identity, income, level of education, health literacy, disabilities and vulnerable livelihood situations. The consequences include limited access to health services, lower health status along the lifecycle, poor health outcomes with higher exposure to risks and stressors. The latter affect various genders differentially. Recently, it has been demonstrated that instabilities related to climate change further widen existing inequities.

A Broader Approach to Health Equity is Necessary

An inclusive and intersectoral approach (physical, mental, environmental and social dimensions of health) requires the consideration of social systems within which access to health-related services, resources and information are universally accessible.

The social determinants of health act as ‘socially stratifying health opportunities and outcomes’, which condition health equity or inequity. Sustainable approaches to health equity interventions include the health of humans, animals, environment and ecosystems.

Human, Animal and Environmental Health Need to be Considered as Inherent in Health Equity

Health equity concerns should be more explicitly integrated into the One Health approach. Poorer households tend to live closely together with animals with heightened risks of exposure to zoonotic diseases. In the same vein, poorer households are particularly vulnerable to environmental hazards, e.g. waste dumps or flood areas as well as to sudden and/or longer term climate change risks (floods, fires, droughts). As such, there are important co-benefits: improving the health of animals and the environment should contribute to reducing inequities.

As illustrated in the table below, multidisciplinary, intersectoral and intersectional interventions across structural building blocks initially designed by the WHO for health systems or human health offer various opportunities to equitably benefit each One Health domain. They require effective governance, financing, information sharing, products and technologies, human resources, and service delivery to ensure a comprehensive and integrated approach to health challenges. In this way, transversal, horizontal and vertical arrows are an attempt to demonstrate the intersections between activities as well as to indicate that any single example activity may be interdependent with sequential positive benefits to each One Health domain.

A Multifaceted Framework is Needed to Facilitate the Integration of Policies and Actions on Health Equity Within the One Health Approach

IWG 4 is proposing a conceptual framework which offers a holistic and integrative approach as it includes multidimensional indicators of inequity and the needed actions for change, along with potential results and suggested health outcome indicators (see IWG 4 policy brief). IWG 4 discussed and detailed the types of interventions that are intended to improve health equity, considering jointly health, and health-related services, many of which can and may be outside the health sector.
Expected results which will need indicators and monitoring:

- Improved and inclusive access to health-related services and information
- Enhanced and holistic quality of the services
- Positive health outcomes

**MAIN RECOMMENDATIONS**

**Policy, Advocacy and Financing**

- To design and implement health equity and One Health policies and programs as converging and synergistic policies to bring co-benefits for humans, animals and ecosystems
- To consider the contributions of social determinants of health in One Health policy design and indicators to monitor and evaluate health inequities
- To address stigma and discrimination, even when these are unintended, in One Health programs and activities

**Implementation, Organisational Development and Integration**

- To ensure access to health and health-related services for all, identifying and addressing barriers that limit access for population groups that live in marginalised or vulnerable situations
- To integrate One Health technical programs with social protection measures
- To promote meaningful participation of those who live in marginalised or vulnerable situations at risk of health inequities in One Health research, policy design and implementation, ensuring accountability of One Health programs

**Research, Education and Information**

- To include health equity within One Health formal curricula and training
- To implement inclusive health and human-centered design of One Health information
- To develop and test a short set of indicators to monitor the effects of One Health approaches on health inequities
- To use disaggregated data sets and live mapping on health inequities in communities where One Health policies and programs are implemented

**MAIN ISSUES TO MOVE FORWARD IN CONCRETE OPERATIONALISATION**

One Sustainable Health for all implies Health Equity. In order to move forward toward health equity, a number of challenges within health systems must be addressed and strengthened in a systematic way without delay.

Multidisciplinary, intersectoral and intersectional interventions across health system building blocks initially designed by the WHO for health systems for human health offer various opportunities to equitably benefit each One Health domain. They require effective governance, financing, information sharing, products and technologies, human resources, and service delivery to ensure a comprehensive and integrated approach to health challenges.

However, health reforms are a slow process. Two strategies would, in our view, hasten the operationalisation of One Health for all.

As a first strategy, we advocate for enhanced awareness of One Sustainable and Equitable Health - including among the OSH Forum partners. A more systematic integration of a broad health equity lens in One Health initiatives are imperatively needed to address drivers of health, to improve health for humans, animals and ecosystems. Promoting synergies between Health Equity and One Health through intersectoral and interdisciplinary collaboration, as well as community participation, will help move us forward in achieving the sustainable development goals (SDGs).

A second strategy would be to jointly design and secure funding for a One Sustainable and Equitable Health pilot study integrating the concerns of all the international working groups of the OSH Forum. This can be done in collaboration with the OSH Forum’s international partners in Bangladesh, Senegal, Brazil or Lebanon. It is an example of an initiative which could confirm the feasibility and effectiveness of such an approach. It would also serve to improve the initially proposed conceptual framework, as well as to test various indicators of impact on human, animal and environmental health equity, based on equity components and social stratifying factors.
Governance for all

CHALLENGES

Governance for all
Financing and other levers of change to foster One Sustainable Health
Breaking silos: Financing One Sustainable Health

ABSTRACT
The ‘One Sustainable Health’ (OSH) concept offers an integrated, unifying approach to optimising the health of people, animals, plants and the environment. Devising sustainable and integrated solutions rooted in practice underpins the OSH mission. The fundamental proposition is that financing of, and investment in OSH will drive health, environmental and socio-economic benefits. The current financial architecture results in siloed and often uncoordinated financing of health and the environment, which acts as a disincentive to effective OSH Financing. Intersectoral investment should be integrated into health system initiatives as well as directed climate change mitigation and adaptation. This should include mobilising additional resources, but also an adjustment of existing financing mechanisms, together with their underlying governance mechanisms. Taxation and subsidy reforms (such as fossil fuels subsidies), together with changes in funding instruments, will be needed to ensure effective financing of the OSH approach. Reforms are needed at all levels of the system, and should be locally designed involving local communities, scientists, and decision-makers. Breaking down silos for OSH financing will permit cross-sectoral data generation and integrated surveillance systems at global and national levels. These would incorporate a set of indicators of health equity while building the evidence base of effective local solutions subsequent to interaction with communities. An OSH panel should be established at the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES), to foster advocacy and exchange of workable solutions to inform national and international policy-making and leverage further investment.
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The 'One Sustainable Health' (OSH) concept offers an integrated, unifying approach to optimising the health of people, animals, plants and the environment. The consequences of climate change and other anthropic pressures on the environment include biodiversity loss, pollution and depletion of natural resources. Conflict and human migration exacerbate environmental challenges and put additional strain on health sector resources, creating a ‘perfect storm’ for human communities nationally and globally. Related equity issues are paramount, with those most affected, the vulnerable, poor, disadvantaged or displaced and those in low-income settings, often not the ones causing the problem. The impact on health can be acute, but can also have long-term consequences, for example on non-communicable diseases (NCDs) and life expectancy, and across generations, especially through effects on women, children or human fertility. Whilst many of the underlying issues were recognised in the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), progress towards attaining these has slowed or stalled, emphasising the need for urgent action.

Devising sustainable and integrated solutions rooted in practice, underpins the OSH mission. The fundamental proposition is that investment in OSH will drive health, environmental and socio-economic benefits.

### MAIN OBSERVATIONS / KNOWLEDGE

Position health in the wider climate and environmental context.

Raise awareness of the health co-benefits of climate and environmental action within the climate and environment sectors, to encourage greater climate/environment and health investment. Moreover, health indicators should be integrated in reporting efforts to reduce emissions and build resilience. To avoid goal misalignment, climate and environment finance for health-related activities needs to explicitly identify human, animal health and environmental goals in its design.

Reform the taxation agenda, at global and national levels, including:

- Eliminate harmful subsidy mechanisms to reduce or suppress their adverse effect on environment, animal and human health or negative environmental impacts in support of smart environment and health taxation for One Sustainable Health. 'Stop harming' should be a first focus of public-policy reviews. A significant number of public financing instruments (fossil fuel subsidy, agricultural subsidies, dumping practices, etc.) currently still have an adverse effect on planetary (environment), animal and human health. Phasing them out, or at least progressively adapting them, would have a dual positive effect through reallocation of funding to health and reduction of their negative effects.
- Governments should establish review processes to examine the consistency of competing public subsidies (e.g. fuel subsidies vs air pollution and its health impact; bees/sugar cane production vs its health impact (obesity and cardiometabolic disease treatments); high-rise buildings and dense urban development vs mental health and heat stress treatments).

Promote and foreground smart environment and health taxation systems for One Sustainable Health by combining health and socio-economic objectives in national and international taxation systems. • Implement taxes with potential to protect One Sustainable Health (e.g. on tobacco, alcohol, Sugar-Sweetened Beverages). Such taxes should be expanded to target industrial food products that are detrimental to both environment and health, including abolishing subsidies or taxing production and/or sales.
- Encourage One Sustainable Health practices (e.g. biodiversity, organic agriculture, extensive/pastoralist animal production systems) through favourable taxation and subsidies.

Establish mechanisms for multisectoral investment and maximise the potential for blended financing of country and local programs.

- Mobilise funding in ways which help foster multisectoral investments. Program-based budgeting could help cut across sectors and bring sectoral interventions together, including animal, environmental and public health. Pooling funding mechanisms can be developed at country level to fund programs which support joint goals based upon eligibility criteria. All financing instruments - including grants, ODA loans, equity, or guarantees - should be used and channelled to environment-related action for health, to increase resource availability and concessionality.
- Expand health agencies accredited to access climate funds: climate global funding mechanisms need to be accessible to health partners (e.g. only WHO is currently accredited to access the Green Climate Fund). Joint biodiversity agricultural, health and climate incentives and purchasing arrangements can be used to encourage climate-conscious mitigation/adaptation behaviour in the health sector.
- Establish close relationships between national funding agencies and Research Organisations in the area of Health Agriculture and Environment in different regions of the world. This would allow increased support for further piloting and rigorous evaluation of health and climate co-financing initiatives (cash transfers, contingency funds, taxes, etc.). For example, medical research organisations in countries of the European Union e.g. INSERM (France), DFG, Helmholtz (Germany), could partner in order to create and facilitate synergies between national, European and international funding mechanisms and strategies. This process could benefit from learnings gained in previous initiatives such as the EU Scientific Panel for Health, European Parliament and others.
as well as those for building country capacity to respond to these needs, and scale country-tailored solutions and investments to tackle the climate and health crisis. As a next step to build the framework, a comprehensive institutional landscape assessment is being conducted to systematically map the different institutional sources and instruments that can be leveraged to scale up the needed financing for climate and health action. This will require continued in-depth engagement with partners, including other development banks. This framework could be expanded to include issues linked to biodiversity, pollution, AMR (antimicrobial resistance) and other health and environment relevant investment and adapted to be used by other international actors and/or directly by governments to assess their own.

Support countries to carry out a shared diagnostic process based on local consultation in order to design or update their One Sustainable Health national strategy. This should extend beyond preparedness of the health system (as per Universal Health Coverage (UHC)) and have strong ownership from the population. Ensure proper linkage at national level with Adaptation plan and National Determined Contribution process.

**ALL FINANCING INSTRUMENTS - INCLUDING GRANTS, ODA LOANS, EQUITY, OR GUARANTEES - SHOULD BE USED AND CHANNELED TO ENVIRONMENT-RELATED ACTION FOR HEALTH, TO INCREASE RESOURCE AVAILABILITY AND CONCESSIONALITY.**

Ensure flexible financing is channelled directly to communities on the frontlines to meet health needs arising from climate change and to build resilience. Adapt financial instruments, including climate finance, to facilitate local access, use and accountability of funds and to facilitate co-construction and adjustments of projects by local communities in line with agreed priorities. Communities need the resources to adapt and act effectively and punctually. Consider integration of health goals in adaptive social protection schemes. Blended finance can catalyse agile and flexible financing that can be rapidly channelled to communities for locally led adaptation solutions.

Develop common targets and metrics (KPIs) between local, national and global levels. This should include the development of project evaluation criteria and public health and environmental KPIs focused on One Sustainable / Planetary Health objectives. Evaluation and accounting requirements are key elements to shape the objectives and methods of operational projects. Designing and integrating One Health KPIs into international funding programmes would favour more transverse and cross-silo approaches.

An OSH panel should be established at the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES), to foster advocacy and exchange of workable solutions to inform national and international policy-making and leverage further investment.

Taken together, these recommendations provide a roadmap to realign and expand financing mechanisms across the health, environment and climate continuum to overcome existing silos and promote a One Sustainable Health approach. The immediate next step is a call to collectively assess/decide who are the key stakeholders who can impulse these recommendations and the ones who can effectively implement them.

*Please note that additional recommendations are presented in a more comprehensive document prepared by OSH-IWG5 members.*
Local Practices

Developing One Sustainable Health practices & resilience within local communities

ABSTRACT
The objective of OSH International Working Group 6 is to foster commitment of communities through our joint engagement in a transformational change to improve our health and that of our environment, including that of our animals and prospects for an improved future. This is done through empowering communities taking into consideration the equity and inclusiveness issues, cultural sensitivities and specificities across contexts, including gender, education, and access to information and other goods and services. The incorporation of participatory approaches in working with local communities and Indigenous Peoples in collecting information of practices related to health and resilience (human, animal and environmental stewardship and biodiversity) and incorporation of science-based interventions to ensure a resilient future is proposed using a progressive stepwise approach. Education (formal and informal) and greater awareness is seen as paramount to ensure sustainable and best practices are followed, which in turn are tailored and accepted by the target communities. It is recognized that a definition of ‘community’ remains broad, as an individual may see her/him/them self as pertaining to more than one.
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**MAIN OBSERVATIONS / KNOWLEDGE**

The OSH IWG6 vision and objectives

The objective of OSH International Working Group 6 is to foster commitment of communities through our joint engagement in a transformational change to improve our health and that of our environment, including that of our animals and prospects for an improved future. This is done through empowering communities, taking into consideration the cultural sensitivities and specificities across contexts, including gender, education, and access to information.

**Definitions of community**

**Definition 1**

“Group of interacting people commonly living in a common geographical location – rural, urban, or peri-urban – in social units larger than a household and smaller than a city; organised around common socio-cultural values and having some particular characteristics and/or interests in common. Examples could be a settlement, a village, a neighborhood in a city or even a diaspora of people (refugees, migrants, temporary workers) that are within a given environment.”

**Definition 2**

“A community can be defined in terms of physical space, philosophical space (political, religious, professional) but also in terms of occupational or recreational activities. Individuals can belong at the same time to different communities. Belonging to a specific community can be an individual choice or the result of different forms of cohesion. In a community people with different age, class, caste, sex, education, ethnicity have different access to resources and to power and thus are experiencing their community in distinct ways. Communities may connect people around a common aspect of their life, but people may have divergent opinions and desires in relation to other aspects of their lives.”

**Education**

IWG6 has emphasised the importance of education at the community level for transformation, which emphasises the cultural sensitivities and specificities across contexts, including gender, education, and access to information.

**Participatory approaches**

IWG6 recognises the essential nature of listening to the peoples who are otherwise affected, often detrimentally, by decisions made by governments or “outsiders” who think they know best. In the stakeholder’s engagement planning, efforts should be done to promote equity (gender and social) and diversity. Participatory approaches require reaching out to those who stand to be affected by decisions and become an important contributor to the process—where ideally a consensus is reached. A true participatory approach is one in which everyone’s perspective is considered, especially those who are at risk of being under-served or excluded during the development and implementation of an initiative. Often, those individuals who have less education (formal) or of lower “status” in society, need extra support in having their concerns heard by planners, and whose ideas are important and worth sharing. Though time-consuming, the rewards of a participatory approach gives ownership to the participating communities and individuals specifically in high inequity settings.

**Indigenous Peoples**

Indigenous Peoples represent 476 million individuals spread across 90 countries in the world. Indigenous Peoples have retained social, cultural, economic and political qualities that are distinct from that of the prevailing individuals and communities of the dominant society in which they live. They are inheritors and practitioners of unique cultures and ways of relating to people and possess invaluable knowledge of practices for the sustainable management of natural resources. Though representing a little more than 5 percent of the world’s population, they account for 15 percent of the poorest; experience a high degree of socio-economic marginalisation and are at disproportionate risk in public health emergencies, lack effective monitoring, notification, and access to adequate health and social services.

The unique knowledge held by Indigenous Peoples across ecosystems, and their shared values with their environment, is recognised and could be better captured in the promotion of One (Sustainable) Health initiatives and communication. The indigenous elders are a priority for our communities as they know best. In the stakeholder’s engagement planning, efforts should be done to promote equity (gender and social) and diversity. Participatory approaches require reaching out to those who stand to be affected by decisions and become an important contributor to the process—where ideally a consensus is reached. A true participatory approach is one in which everyone’s perspective is considered, especially those who are at risk of being under-served or excluded during the development and implementation of an initiative. Often, those individuals who have less education (formal) or of lower “status” in society, need extra support in having their concerns heard by planners, and whose ideas are important and worth sharing. Though time-consuming, the rewards of a participatory approach gives ownership to the participating communities and individuals specifically in high inequity settings.

**Local Knowledge**

Local knowledge should be recognised as somewhat different to Indigenous Peoples knowledge, but it is also part of Global Knowledge. Local knowledge can be summarised as knowledge gained through experimentation (trial-and-error), observation and experience in the local culture and environment - often embedded in community practices, but continuously adaptive and changing. Local knowledge can be found in among rural people, urban communities, or maritime or mountain landscapes.

**Ethnomedicine (human, veterinary, plant)**

Ethnomedicine comprises study or comparison within traditional medicine and practice often based on bioactive compounds derived from plants and animals (including fish and invertebrates) and practiced by various local communities or ethnic groups, especially those with little access to “western” medicines. The practices can include medical anthropologists, and most often transmitted to other in the community through oral traditions. Knowledge gained from ethnomedicine/ethnoveterinary medicinal practices can lead to discovery of novel drugs and cures for maladies elsewhere in the world.

IWG6 recognises the value of such localised medical practices (anthropological, sociological and in health care) and is keen to promote insurances that there is benefit to the local community for the ‘intellectual property’ that such discoveries provide.


*UNESCO’s Local and Indigenous Knowledge Systems Programme (LINKS) “…has been influential in ensuring that local and indigenous knowledge holders and their knowledge are included in contemporary science-policy-society fora on issues such as biodiversity assessment and management (CBD, IPBES), climate change assessment and adaptation (IPCC, UNFCCC), natural disaster preparedness (ISDR) and sustainable development (Rio+20, Future Earth). Working at local, national and global levels, LINKS strives to strengthen Indigenous Peoples and local communities, foster transdisciplinary engagements with scientists and policymakers and pilot novel methodologies to further understandings of climate change impacts, adaptation and mitigation.”

In developing outreach programmes and suggested policy positions for OSH, ensuring convergence with UNESCO’s efforts (including the education arena) would be valuable.

* [https://en.unesco.org/links](https://en.unesco.org/links)
**MAIN RECOMMENDATIONS**

Investments are needed in Communication, Awareness and Education (formal and informal) is essential to better appreciate the connectivity and interaction we have with land, water, food, and air quality. Parents, elders, teachers, school administrators, and commercial entities need to be part of the education platforms.

Indigenous Peoples and local knowledge is part of Global Knowledge and should be incorporated, preserved, and shared with others. The convergence of locally known preventive or curative interventions should be integrated with current scientific knowledge through a participatory approach.

Stepwise approaches to guide communities to progress to a resilient healthy future need to be developed.

**MAIN ISSUES TO MOVE FORWARD IN CONCRETE OPERATIONALISATION**

**Methodology**

IWG 6 proposes a progressive pathway approach to developing these practices and resilience within local communities. The progressive pathway concept is a step-by-step scheme whereby small but significant modifications or inputs are instituted by all participants (stakeholders) to improve human, animal, environmental and community health. Key to the approach is that the local community would need to develop its own vision of where it wants to be by a given period of time (e.g., 5, 10, or 15 years) and identify the changes and inputs that would need to be put in place to arrive at the desired outcome. Such a scheme could and should incorporate the inputs of the other IWG where appropriate (especially in proposed interventions in developing educational curricula, for the stewardship of safe water and soil resources, improvement in nutrition and safe food systems, the interaction with wildlife and preservation of biodiversity).

"Indigenous Peoples represent some 476 million individuals spread across 90 countries in the world."

In the to-be-developed progressive pathway, metrics to show progress and identify gaps and obstacles can be incorporated. Recognising the importance of a community’s resilience to known or unknown threats to health, the advent of a progressive pathway scheme is developed through participatory process with local stakeholders which would serve to ensure ownership. IWG 6 recognises the different aspects of the scheme (i.e., application of central policies at local level, primary and secondary education curricula, levels of communication and awareness, food preparation practices, access and availability to health care facilities) would require analysis of where a particular community ‘finds’ itself, and to proceed to the next step, tailored inputs would be required. These tailored inputs may include not only innovative ideas and creative funding plans, but also support from those that manage regional and central purses.

**Policy Paper**

The IW6 seeks to develop a policy paper that is intended to highlight and guide policy makers of the needs of specific communities. The policy paper calls for the proposal of collective action toward better recognition, preservation, appreciation and build upon of local and Indigenous Peoples knowledge related to human health, animal health, plant health and ecosystem conservation and stewardship with the objective of ensuring full community involvement in One Sustainable Health.
ABSTRACT
Professionals from several government institutions, Civil Society Organisations, NGOs, Educational institutions and private organisations participated in the One Sustainable Health for All Forum – Bangladesh, sharing vital insights.
This event culminated in a strategic 3-phased plan, aligning short-term, mid-term, and long-term goals to streamline One Health activities in coordination with the One Health Secretariat, Bangladesh.
Emphasising urgency and relevance, focus should be on initiating result-driven activities within the realms of One Health. Aiming to foster widespread awareness and knowledge, a comprehensive action-plan needs to be in motion, ensuring communities and stakeholders are well-informed at all levels.
Policy enhancement is at the forefront, with a critical review of existing policies and formulation of necessary upgrades. The crux lies in reinforcing and implementing these policies across the board. Multidisciplinary collaborative research takes center stage, generating evidence for well-informed policies and interventions at animal, human, and ecosystem levels.
Strategic advocacy and an enabling environment are pivotal to our mission, especially for high-risk populations. A holistic approach guides our endeavours, fostering a common ground for One Health practices.
Coordination, collaboration and capacity development are key factors, involving inter and intra-ministerial bodies, civil society organisations, NGOs, and the private sector. Integration of One Health concepts into operational plans is paramount.
A diverse One Health workforce is envisioned, incorporating technical, non-technical, social, and business communities. Education curriculum integration ensures a forward-looking approach. In unity, it is necessary to envision a future where One Health is an intrinsic part of healthcare landscape, leaving no one behind.
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Professionals representing various government bodies, Civil Society Organisations (CSOs), non-governmental organisations (NGOs), educational institutions, and private sector entities actively engaged in the One Sustainable Health for All Workshop held on 6th June 2023 at Dhaka, Bangladesh, offering crucial perspectives and knowledge.

Following addresses by the guests of honour elaborating on the concept and importance of “one health”, the attendees split into three tables, each with a chairperson, a facilitator, rapporteur and a specific subject for discussion. These were, “mitigating the impact of environmental pollution and climate change to have a better impact on health”, “sustainable food systems for improved nutrition and health for both human and animals” and “equitable access to quality health related services for humans and animals”. Each table discussed the current scenario relevant to the specific topic, the role of the government and stakeholders, existing challenges, how it can be linked with one health and the subsequent recommendations and strategies to move forward under the one health approach in Bangladesh.

Climate change exacerbates heat-related and respiratory ailments, impacting mental health. Lead and pollution pose risks. Dengue and other diseases escalate due to polluted water and changing disease cycles. Pollution-induced health issues are rising, emphasising the need for mindful construction and preservation of green spaces. Reproductive and maternal health suffer from climate effects. For effective community-level action, thorough research, robust data, and government funding are crucial. Coordination among ministries is vital, which requires swift resource mobilisation. Expert panels and streamlined authorisation processes are needed, with proactive public health initiatives. Collaborations with NGOs, INGOs, and the private sector are essential for impactful solutions.

Main Observations / Knowledge

Comprehensive Strategy and Consensus Formation:
Develop a thorough three-phase strategic plan involving all stakeholders to streamline One Health activities, encompassing short-term, mid-term, and long-term objectives.

Improved Collaboration and Fusion:
Strengthen engagement and collaboration among inter and intra-ministerial bodies, civil society, NGOs, and private sectors to integrate One Health principles into operational plans, ensuring active involvement at both national and sub-national levels.

Enhanced Skill Development and Educational Integration:
Emphasise bolstering institutional capacity, promoting sustainable One Health initiatives, and cultivating a diverse One Health workforce by integrating the One Health concept into educational curricula and fostering cooperation among stakeholders on national and global scales.

Main Recommendations

Plan and Policies
• To develop consensus on a 3-phased strategic plan including short-term, mid-term and long-term across all relevant stakeholders to streamline One Health activities in coordination with One Health Secretariat, Bangladesh.
• To conduct multi-disciplinary collaborative research to generate evidence at the animal, human and ecosystem levels to develop appropriate policies and programmatic interventions.
• To initiate strategic advocacy and create an enabling environment for the relevant stakeholders to develop action plans, especially for the people at high risk in terms of One Health.
• To create a conducive environment through a holistic approach for a common One Health practice.

Cooperation
• To strengthen the involvement of inter and intra-ministerial bodies, directorates, civil society organisations, NGOs, and other relevant sectors with integration of One Health concepts into operational plan.
• To ensure participation of NGOs and private sectors across the country/national and sub-national level relevant to the One Health.
• To develop and effectuate an integrated MIS for ensuring coordinated and evidence-based reliable data collection and data interpretation and use in decision making process.
• To design and implement a robust coordinated surveillance system, with a special focus on Antimicrobial Resistance (AMR), zoonotic diseases, environmental and environmental health aspects to assess routine information, outbreaks and monitor conditions within a comprehensive One Health Framework.
• To foster collaboration among national and international level key stakeholders through establishing a functional network and partnerships to benefit from and to global interests mutually.
• To work on formation of “One Health NGO / private sector Dhaka chapter” in coordination with One-Health Bangladesh and One-Health Secretariat, Bangladesh.

Capacity Development
• To strengthen institutional capacity of relevant government, non-government, academia, and corporate bodies to adopt One Health approach inclusion at different tiers in coordination with One Health Secretariat, Bangladesh.
• To take forward coordinated One Health Movement at the national and sub-national level in a sustainable way with an action plan for which resources needs to be mobilised.
• To create an enabling environment through developing a diverse One Health workforce encompassing technical, non-technical, social, and business communities by promoting sustainable capacity building activities.
• To include One Health concept in the education curriculum of public health program and other similar academia.

Main Issues to Move Forward in Concrete Operationalisation

Coordination
• To coordinate the involvement of inter and intra-ministerial bodies, directorates, civil society organisations, NGOs, and other relevant sectors with integration of One Health concepts into operational plan.
• To ensure participation of NGOs and private sectors across the country/national and sub-national level relevant to the One Health.
• To develop and effectuate an integrated MIS for ensuring coordinations and evidence-based reliable data collection and data interpretation and use in decision making process.
• To design and implement a robust coordinated surveillance system, with a special focus on Antimicrobial Resistance (AMR), zoonotic diseases, environmental and environmental health aspects to assess routine information, outbreaks and monitor conditions within a comprehensive One Health Framework.
• To foster collaboration among national and international level key stakeholders through establishing a functional network and partnerships to benefit from and to global interests mutually.
• To work on formation of “One Health NGO / private sector Dhaka chapter” in coordination with One-Health Bangladesh and One-Health Secretariat, Bangladesh.

Capacity Development
• To strengthen institutional capacity of relevant government, non-government, academia, and corporate bodies to adopt One Health approach inclusion at different tiers in coordination with One Health Secretariat, Bangladesh.
• To take forward coordinated One Health Movement at the national and sub-national level in a sustainable way with an action plan for which resources needs to be mobilised.
• To create an enabling environment through developing a diverse One Health workforce encompassing technical, non-technical, social, and business communities by promoting sustainable capacity building activities.
• To include One Health concept in the education curriculum of public health program and other similar academia.

---

**Main Recommendations**

**Plan and Policies**
- To develop consensus on a 3-phased strategic plan including short-term, mid-term and long-term across all relevant stakeholders to streamline One Health activities in coordination with One Health Secretariat, Bangladesh.
- To conduct multi-disciplinary collaborative research to generate evidence at the animal, human and ecosystem levels to develop appropriate policies and programmatic interventions.
- To initiate strategic advocacy and create an enabling environment for the relevant stakeholders to develop action plans, especially for the people at high risk in terms of One Health.
- To create a conducive environment through a holistic approach for a common One Health practice.

**Coordination**
- To coordinate the involvement of inter and intra-ministerial bodies, directorates, civil society organisations, NGOs, and other relevant sectors with integration of One Health concepts into operational plan.
- To ensure participation of NGOs and private sectors across the country/national and sub-national level relevant to the One Health.
- To develop and effectuate an integrated MIS for ensuring coordinated and evidence-based reliable data collection and data interpretation and use in decision making process.
- To design and implement a robust coordinated surveillance system, with a special focus on Antimicrobial Resistance (AMR), zoonotic diseases, environmental and environmental health aspects to assess routine information, outbreaks and monitor conditions within a comprehensive One Health Framework.
- To foster collaboration among national and international level key stakeholders through establishing a functional network and partnerships to benefit from and to global interests mutually.
- To work on formation of “One Health NGO / private sector Dhaka chapter” in coordination with One-Health Bangladesh and One-Health Secretariat, Bangladesh.

**Capacity Development**
- To strengthen institutional capacity of relevant government, non-government, academia, and corporate bodies to adopt One Health approach inclusion at different tiers in coordination with One Health Secretariat, Bangladesh.
- To take forward coordinated One Health Movement at the national and sub-national level in a sustainable way with an action plan for which resources needs to be mobilised.
- To create an enabling environment through developing a diverse One Health workforce encompassing technical, non-technical, social, and business communities by promoting sustainable capacity building activities.
- To include One Health concept in the education curriculum of public health program and other similar academia.
ABSTRACT
Professionals from seven countries participated in the One Sustainable Health for All Forum – South America, sharing vital insights. Some of the key ones were:

Knowledge Empowerment: Empower communities with human, animal and plant health knowledge through collaborative learning;
Food Waste Mitigation: Strongly encourage strategies to combat the food waste levels. The amount of food currently wasted would be enough to feed the entire global hungry population.
Microbiome & Disease: Underline how current urban lifestyle has a major impact on the intestinal microbiome’s role in immunoregulatory diseases.
AMR Transmission: Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) transmission among wildlife and its circulation between wildlife, domestic animals and humans are not understood, yet must be fully addressed.
Proactive Disease Control: Shift from reactive to proactive infectious disease control through primary prevention.
Amazon: Solutions to diverse healthcare challenges in the Amazon Region should specifically address remote locations, neglected diseases and deforestation.
Wildfire Impact: Emphasise the direct threats of wildfires to human health, particularly considering when it impacts populations already exposed to pollution and other global inequities, such as limited access to clean water and sewage.
Integrated Care: Advocate for integrating medical, social and legal assistance for vulnerable populations through collaboration across institutions.
Inspirational communication strategy: Highlight the use of images to inspire communities and promote a sense of belonging.
Gender & Climate: Address gendered climate change impacts and initiatives empowering women and supporting sustainable agriculture.
68

Rural Knowledge Empowerment:
The importance of enhancing rural populations’ understanding of human and animal health, along with botanicwas addressed. The need for actions that support and promote collaborative learning with these communities was emphasised.

Food Waste and Biomass Utilisation:
Astonishing statistics highlighted the global excessive food waste, even in the USA and Europe, which amounts to one-third of discarded food. The urgency of efforts to reduce waste and harness the value of residual biomass, potentially addressing global hunger, was emphasised.

Lifestyle and Microbiome Impact:
Discussions revolved around the profound effects of changing lifestyles and dietary habits on the intestinal microbiome. These changes were noted to potentially contribute to immunoregulatory diseases, including cancer.

AMR Transmission:
The need to better understand the transmission of antimicrobial resistance (AMR) among wildlife and its circulation between wildlife, domestic animals, and humans was underscored. Identifying the sources of AMR emerged as a critical concern.

Proactive Disease Control:
A shift from reactive to proactive infectious disease control is urgent and necessary, focusing on primary prevention strategies while addressing the underlying drivers of diseases.

Amazon Region Challenges:
Brazil’s diverse Amazon region, with 30 million inhabitants, including 2% indigenous populations, faces unique challenges such as long distances, neglected diseases, sub-notification, vulnerability, and deforestation. Proposed solutions aimed to enhance prevention of zoonotic disease spillover to humans, including biobanking and collaborative efforts, alongside active surveillance in targeted areas.

Air pollution and wildfire impact:
The direct threats posed by wildfires to human health, particularly in terms of pollution, were compared to the dangers of smoking. Access to clean water and sewage was emphasised as a fundamental human right, with global inequalities in this regard.

Integrated Healthcare:
The integration of medical, social, and legal assistance/sup- port was discussed, especially for vulnerable populations like those in poverty, HIV positive individuals, and the LGBT-QIA+ community. Calls were made for increased integration between institutions and governmental sections to strengthen the One Health Approach in Brazil.

Inspirational communication:
The power of images to inspire and engage populations and promote a sense of belonging was highlighted. A case example was shared concerning the pollution of Guanabara Bay before the Rio de Janeiro Olympics in 2016.

Gender and Climate Disparities:
Gender disparities in the context of climate change were discussed, emphasising that women, boys, and girls are 14 times more likely to die during natural disasters. Colombian women, particularly those in rural areas with ethnic affiliations, face multiple inequalities. The need to support and empower these women through initiatives and training was highlighted.

Small-Scale Animal Breeding:
Breeding animals on small properties was recognised as essential to reducing poverty and ensuring food safety, particularly during droughts and natural disasters. Strategies involving games, colouring drawings, and picture exhibitions were developed to educate school teachers and rural communities in Peru about infectious diseases and health problem recognition.

Regional Context:
South America is a diverse continent, rich in both culture and biodiversity. Its countries play a crucial role in global economics, climate dynamics, scientific research, public health, and overall well-being. However, it also faces unique challenges in the realms of social aspects, climate change, access to food, health systems, living conditions, zoonotic disease transmission, and environmental sustainability.

MAIN RECOMMENDATIONS
Social Inequities:
South America exhibits significant disparities in income, education, and healthcare access. Operationalizing One Health must involve strategies to bridge these gaps, including community-based education and healthcare outreach programs.

Biodiversity at Risk:
The region’s diverse ecosystems are under threat due to deforestation, habitat destruction, and climate change. Protecting these ecosystems is critical for maintaining a healthy environment and preventing zoonotic disease outbreaks.

Climate Vulnerability:
South America is susceptible to extreme weather events, including droughts, floods, and wildfires. Adaptation and mitigation strategies must be integrated into One Health initiatives to address climate-related health risks.

Food Security:
Access to food varies widely across the continent, with some regions experiencing food scarcity. Operationalisation efforts should focus on sustainable agriculture, reducing food waste, and ensuring equitable food distribution.

Healthcare Systems:
Many South American countries face challenges in their healthcare infrastructure. Strengthening healthcare systems and promoting cross-sectoral collaboration are key to effective One Health implementation.

Zoonotic Disease Risks:
South America is a hotspot for zoonotic diseases due to its diverse wildlife and close human-animal interactions. Surveillance and research to identify potential disease reservoirs are crucial.

MAIN ISSUES TO MOVE FORWARD IN CONCRETE OPERATIONALISATION
Community Empowerment:
Empower local communities through education and training, enabling them to actively participate in One Health initiatives. This can include educating communities about zoonotic disease risks and sustainable practices.

Ecosystem Conservation:
Promote policies and practices that protect and restore ecosystems, such as reforestation and sustainable land management, to mitigate climate change and safeguard biodiversity.

Climate-Resilient Health Systems:
Strengthen healthcare infrastructure to withstand climate-related challenges. Develop early warning systems for weather-related health risks.

Sustainable Agriculture:
Encourage sustainable farming practices and support small-scale farmers to improve food security and reduce environmental impact.

Cross-Sectoral Collaboration:
Foster collaboration between healthcare, veterinary, and environmental sectors, creating a cohesive approach to One Health. Develop regional and international partnerships to share knowledge and resources.

Zoonotic Disease Research:
Invest in research to understand zoonotic disease transmission dynamics. Identify hotspots and potential reservoirs, enabling proactive disease prevention.

South American countries’ importance on the global stage, both economically and environmentally, highlights the significance of effective One Health operationalisation in the region. By addressing the challenges unique to South America, professionals can contribute not only to the continent’s well-being but also to global health, environmental sustainability, and scientific advancement.
USJ INTERVENTIONAL APPROACH: Towards Sustainable Health for All: Health and Environmental Challenges in the Vulnerable Lebanese, June 22-23, 2023
Organising institutions: USJ, Amel association

ABSTRACT
Saint Joseph University of Beirut, represented by a team of more than thirty researchers, is committed to carry out a multidisciplinary project that aligns with OSH’s objectives of “International Working Groups” (IWG).

Six multidisciplinary groups were made up of several professors-researchers representing different specialties in order to develop sub-projects, each inscribed in the theme proposed by the “International Working Groups” (IWG) and aligned with the six working groups of the OSH. Proposals converge to constitute a main project adopting an integrated approach and entitled: “Towards sustainable health for all: health and environmental challenges in the vulnerable Lebanese context”.

This project aims to identify health and environmental challenges from educational, medical, health, environmental and nutritional perspectives. All USJ institutions will be involved in the realisation of the project developed by USJ in partnership with NGOs. These NGOs will be the transmission belt between academic research and the application of decisions at the local level.

The NGOs are as follows: Amel, Chair of the Diane Foundation, Arc en ciel. The National Council for Scientific Research – Lebanon can be a facilitator for the implementation of such a project. The challenge of such an approach is considerable, especially in a country that is facing unprecedented socio-economic crises, institutional and health. So, the major question for Lebanon is how to implement a health for all approach in a country with a multi-crisis context?
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MAIN OBSERVATIONS / KNOWLEDGE

Health for all is a real challenge in a context of environmental and health degradation. Lebanon, which is bearing the brunt of global warming, is experiencing the degradation of all its resources: water, air, soil. In addition, a new element can be added to this list of environmental problems: electromagnetic pollution emergence of new pollutants such as POPs, etc.

Concerned about the deterioration in the health situation in Lebanon, the USJ wanted to react by joining the one sustainable health for all foundation.

You will find in the following, the synthesis of the proposals of the different workshops corresponding to IWG:

- **IWG: Mitigating the Impact of Environmental Pollution, Climate Change and Pressure on Biodiversity to Promote Better Health Outcomes**
  
  Climate change is a reality in Lebanon, the air temperature has risen for about 3°C since the last century. Most of the environmental problems dealt with the "physical" and the human aspect (perception, behavior). Studies on impacts are undergoing (especially the health aspects of air pollution, well-being and climate ambience). The main objective of the project consists of studying the mitigation actions that can be taken in a difficult social, political and economic context.

- **IWG 2: Towards Sustainable Food Systems for Improved Nutrition and Health**
  
  In this group, 2 axes were proposed: i) the measure of the concentration of emerging pollutants like the Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs), including organofluorines derived from perfluorooctane sulfonic acid or PFOS, as well as perfluorinated alkyls or PFAS, and other organochlorine POPs, as well as certain heavy metals and other metals in subsequent matrices, in the environment, in food and in humans. These concentrations will be correlated with dietary habits, anthropometric characteristics in newborns, sociodemographic factors, and non-communicable diseases in humans, knowing that these POPs and heavy metals are correlated with metabolic diseases (Obesity, Cardiovascular Diseases, Diabetes ...), to certain cancers and neurological diseases. ii) Antibiotic resistance in humans, animals and the environment; antimicrobial proteins. The microbiota in humans and the environment: influence on neurological disease and environmental sanitation.

- **IWG 3: How must human interaction / relationship with nature transform to achieve One Sustainable Health?**
  
  In this group, the state of art showed, in spite of much research on climate change, urban heat island, governance and the relation human/environment, results are still limited. So, the preoccupation is how to transform what exists for better human health? Specially in a country where people don't consider environment as a priority. One solution is to bring together and engage private and public partners to promote new policies of action and commitment, while support them in the future.

- **IWG 4: Equitable Access to Quality Health-related Services**
  
  Cancer is a very important public health issue in the world and more particularly in our region. The burden of cancer in this region is experiencing alarming spikes. The region struggles to establish and maintain high-quality cancer registries and real-time, valid and reliable data that can inform policy and action. In Lebanon, because if the crisis, access to care, prevention and awareness have suffered greatly and have consequently affected the population's equitable access to care. Therefore, we believe that investing in early intervention and education can, in the long run, save lives, reduce health care costs and ensure equitable access to health care.

- **IWG 6: Developing OSH Practices & Resilience within Local Communities**
  
  It addresses health and environmental challenges in the Lebanese context. Therefore, we have retained the two key concepts namely, practices in favour of sustainable health and resilience of the Lebanese citizen to build a project that targets the perceptions of the local community about the real practices in favour of OSH and their suggestions in the actions to be undertaken.

MAIN RECOMMENDATIONS

USJ proposes the following priority projects:

- **Biomonitoring and mitigation of diseases and risk factors**:
  - Antibiotic resistance, pops, air pollution, climate change, pesticides, cancers and Food surveillance
  - Emerging pollutants and health risks: (e.g., Micro plastic Electromagnetic waves)
- **Access to care for all**: In the Lebanese context this seems to be a priority
  
  If we focus on these 3 topics, considered as priorities, it is important to address them in their integrated dimension with an underline to the human aspect.

However, there are several aspects that deserve to be raised:

- **Problems identified at the local scale (e.g., in Lebanon)**: Concern the global scale. It seems pertinent to find a way for knowledge exchanges and feedbacks from other countries facing the same problems. The foundation can be a focal point for these scientific exchanges.
- **Scientific knowledge should not be confined to an academic environment.** So, the transition from scientific knowledge to a real social application in society is a guarantee of the success of the project.
- **The legislative arsenal can contribute to the implementation of certain decisions.** In addition, the guarantee of success is the social acceptance of changes in practices and behaviours. The challenge is daunting in a country where laws are difficult to accept and to apply.
- **As we say in French, « l’argent est le nerf de la guerre ». The question of financing is essential for the launch of such projects whose impacts are national and international.**

MAIN ISSUES TO MOVE FORWARD IN CONCRETE OPERATIONALISATION

In addition to the proposed projects, it would also be interesting to concretize the approach in the following way:

- **The USJ has a strong base of knowledge.** The information is scattered, so the challenge is to make an inventory by grouping all this knowledge in a database. In addition, it is pertinent to analyse the perception of such a theme and to collect recommendations about this subject.
- **This first step is important because it will allow us, in an integrated approach, to identify the gaps in order to set up a larger unifying project involving NGOs and decision-makers.** This project, based on the knowledge acquired within the academic community, will focus on the application, at the local level, of recommendations for the implementation of a sustainable health approach.
- **Such an integrating project mobilises a scientific community, NGOs, private and public organisations, field work, an education and awareness-raising strategy, so the biggest issue remains finance.**

Lebanon is an interesting country to study because, despite its small area, it is representative of the problems that regions in conflict or crisis are facing to implement a One health for all approach.
The Regional One Sustainable Health (OSH) for All Forum in Dakar, held on June 19th and 20th, 2023, provided a vital platform for discussions and outcomes relevant to global health challenges. Distinguished figures like Prof. Awa Marie Coll Seck, Mr. Benoit Miribel, and Madame Nguissali Turpin graced the opening ceremony, emphasising the significance of regional cooperation in achieving sustainable health goals. Key messages revolved around regional collaboration, climate justice, and the invaluable contributions of communities to health solutions.

The forum’s sessions covered an array of critical topics. Session 1A highlighted the detrimental impacts of environmental pollution and climate change on population health, stressing the importance of interdisciplinary collaboration and community involvement. Session 1B emphasised food sovereignty and nutritional security, especially in the face of climate vulnerabilities, advocating for local food self-sufficiency and sustainable agricultural practices.

Session 2 explored the intersection of climate change and Universal Health Coverage (UHC), emphasising the need to bolster health systems’ resilience. Session 3 showcased community-based initiatives for climate change adaptation. Session 4 delved into the realms of One Health and Planetary Health, advocating for multisectoral approaches and community engagement.

The report concluded with a summary of key discussions and recommendations, highlighting the forum’s role in preparing for the Lyon OSH Forum 2023 and emphasising the wealth of insights generated during the event. In essence, the Dakar forum reaffirmed the commitment of regional stakeholders to sustainable health solutions in the face of complex challenges.

© Curioso Photography / Unsplash
The Regional One Sustainable Health for All (OSH) Forum in Dakar took place on June 19th and 20th, 2023.

It served as a prelude to the OSH Forum 2023 on Inclusive and Adaptive Health Systems scheduled for July 5th to 7th, 2023, in Lyon, France.

The main theme of the forum was adaptive systems and community resilience in addressing health challenges within the context of a social and environmental crisis.

Prominent figures, including Prof. Awa Marie COLL SECK, Mr. Benoit MIRIBEL, and Madame NGUSSALI TURPIN, emphasised the importance of regional meetings in achieving sustainable health for all.

Key messages from the opening speeches highlighted the significance of regional gatherings for promoting sustainable health, the impact of climate injustice in African countries, and the role of the forum’s recommendations in global discussions.

**MAIN OBSERVATIONS / KNOWLEDGE**

- Session 1A emphasised the importance of addressing environmental pollution and promoting community resilience through interdisciplinary collaboration.
- Session 1B recommended promoting local food self-sufficiency, sustainable agriculture, and preventive measures to address food sovereignty and nutritional security.
- Session 2 recommended strengthening health systems’ resilience to manage climate-related health challenges effectively in the context of Universal Health Coverage (UHC).
- Session 3 underscored the importance of involving communities in climate change solutions and tailoring awareness campaigns to specific populations.
- Session 4 highlighted the need for a multisectoral approach and community involvement in addressing health issues comprehensively, including antimicrobial resistance (AMR).

**MAIN RECOMMENDATIONS**

- Implementing interdisciplinary collaboration and community involvement to address environmental pollution and enhance community resilience.
- Promoting local food self-sufficiency, sustainable agriculture, and preventive measures to achieve food sovereignty and nutritional security.
- Strengthening health systems’ resilience to manage climate-related health challenges effectively under the framework of Universal Health Coverage (UHC).
- Tailoring awareness campaigns to specific populations and involving communities in climate change solutions.
- Establishing a multisectoral approach, community involvement, regulatory measures, local pharmaceutical industries, and public awareness campaigns to combat antimicrobial resistance (AMR).
- Ensuring that the recommendations generated during the forum are integrated into the discussions and actions of the Lyon Global Forum on Inclusive and Adaptive Health Systems.

**MAIN ISSUES TO MOVE FORWARD IN CONCRETE OPERATIONALISATION**

- Key messages from the opening speeches highlighted the significance of regional gatherings for promoting sustainable health, the impact of climate injustice in African countries, and the role of the forum’s recommendations in global discussions.
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The Lancet One Health Commission; The Pan-European Commission on Health and Sustainable Development; European Global Health Research Institutes Network (EGRIN); The Horizon 2020 Scientific Panel on Health and Sustainable Development; European Global Health Research Institute (HERA) are encouraging steps towards better alignment and communication across European Commission directorates and with member states, they need to be taken further. The new EU policies under discussion should look beyond crisis management and threats of infectious diseases. An increase in funding within a fragmented system is not effective. A coordinated approach, based on an ambitious vision, a comprehensive strategy and identifiable leadership, inspired by learnings from the pandemic, integrating the different facets of health is urgently required.

“One Health” is based on the premise that, beyond targeted responses to individual health challenges, a holistic approach is needed to address these global issues. This encompasses human health, but also animal and environmental health, while considering the pressures from collective human behaviors and practices including, amongst others, pollution, global warming, deforestation, wildlife trade.

It intends to put forward three complementary dimensions convincingly, across regions, regardless of wealth, specific interests, and cross-cultural disparities:

• Put health at the core of the implementation of the United Nations 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) (see the figure at the end of the document) through its key role at many of the nexuses of problems to promote concrete changes that support a sustainable future.

• To facilitate convergence between the various preexisting approaches that take into account the continuum between ecosystems, animal and human health, and societies as a whole.

• To facilitate dialogue between public and private actors, academia, civil society, politics, and private sector in order to translate “One Sustainable Health” into practical and feasible programs, interventions, and policies to the one overarching and humanistic common goal: Good Health and Wellbeing for All!

**Preamble**

The pandemic has painfully shown how social, economic, environmental, agricultural, political, scientific, technological, and commercial sectors are closely and dynamically connected to health, underlining the need to integrate the One Health approach across all sectors and policies. The value of individual and societal health is widely supported, and care for our planet earth is a top priority for European citizens.

It is acknowledged that major efforts have been made by member states, the European Parliament and the European Commission to improve collaboration across borders and national interests, however, under the spotlight of COVID-19, European Union (EU) health policy weaknesses have been unveiled. This crisis has been a wake-up call and both immediate and long-term strategic action is needed.

European policies are fragmented due to lack of continuity and coordination, within the EU and between the EU and its member states. This threatens health research, health care, prevention, crisis responsiveness, and EU health innovation competitiveness. Siloed programs have created boundaries between basic research and innovation, obstructing implementation in treatment, diagnosis, and prevention, evaluating cost-effectiveness, and ensuring an affordable health care system across Europe. Today 54% of cross-border donations by public benefit foundations in Europe are directed to health. We call on the EU to remove barriers for cross-border donations to unlock the full potential of philanthropy effectively addressing a health crisis which does not stop at country borders.

Although the new initiatives of the European Commission under EU4Health, Horizon Europe and the European Health Emergency preparedness and Response Authority (HERA) are encouraging steps towards better alignment and communication across European Commission directorates and with member states, they need to be taken further. The new EU policies under discussion should look beyond crisis management and threats of infectious diseases. An increase in funding within a fragmented system is not effective. A coordinated approach, based on an ambitious vision, a comprehensive strategy and identifiable leadership, inspired by learnings from the pandemic, integrating the different facets of health is urgently required.
The Essence of the OEGH Declaration

**01 TAKE LONG-TERM COMMITMENT NOW FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS**

During the pandemic, health has taken centre stage. Now is the time to preserve this momentum and ensure that health remains at the core of all policies with a new focus, not on the here and now, but on the challenges ahead. With the One Health concept at the core, it is essential to ensure that the ambitions for EU’s digital and green transformations converge on health: digital transition is very much about access to and exchange of health data and green transition is very much about mitigating the health impact of climate change. Health is also the key entry point to the technological and digital divide must be bridged.

17 Sustainable development goals. A long-term commitment implies building more resilient societies and cross-country cooperation for pandemic preparedness⁶ and response, recognising that human, animal, plant, and environmental health are interdependent. A long term-commitment also implies bolstering research and measures to combat antimicrobial resistance, and to address the unmet needs of non-communicable and rare diseases, with due focus on the increasing burden of mental health.

**02 THINK & ACT "GLOCALLY"**

The European Commission (EC) is to be commended for putting global cooperation and multilateralism on the agenda⁴ at a time when increased protectionism and distrust compromise global cooperation in health and other fields. Health policies must be evidence-driven, coordinated, and aligned across cities, regions, Europe, and globally. In the face of the interlinked global crises of climate change, biodiversity loss, and inequities the COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the importance of transparent communication, rapid and effective sharing of knowledge and ideas - both the weakness and strength of the global response. It is essential that academic channels be kept open, even when commercial and diplomatic channels are subjected to geopolitical stress.⁵

**03 TOGETHER IN EQUITY AND SOLIDARITY**

The pandemic has revealed and exacerbated unacceptable inequities in health between rich and poor, between regions and continents and even within individual cities and countries. It is essential to support participatory, sustainable, and equitable health approaches, since pandemic prevention, preparedness and response is only possible in solidarity with the most vulnerable (considering poverty, gender, age, minorities, Indigenous peoples, migrants, and those with underlying chronic health conditions). The technological and digital divide must be bridged.

High-quality and well-funded research is required to treat and prevent emerging infectious and neglected tropical diseases. The EU should take the lead in such an effort and also continue to strive for Universal Health Coverage. It is essential to adopt an EU-common position on the World Trade Organisation’s (WTO) intellectual property rights negotiations to favour investment in vaccine and medicine production facilities on all continents.

**04 LIMIT SILOS TO ENHANCE INTER-SECTORAL COOPERATION**

The pandemic has painfully shown how socio-economic, political, environmental, agricultural, scientific, technological, and commercial sectors are intimately intertwined and dynamically connected to health. An inter-sectoral and sustainable approach requires multilevel governance (community, regional, national and global) where authority can be elastically ceded from one level to another depending on the nature and seriousness of the crisis at hand. A convergence on health recognises the need for systemic thinking and trans-sectoral action. A trans-sectoral stakeholder platform is needed to holistically address and realise the co-benefits of strengthening human physical and mental health while recovering and conserving biodiversity and mitigating climate change. The Health Emergency preparedness and Response Authority (HERA) could potentially take on this role on an EU level. Additionally, the Global Health Policy Forum could be revived.

**05 GOVERNANCE FOR EUROPEAN HEALTH UNION**

It is proposed that the EU take a global leadership role in driving One Health and supporting sustainable health research and practice, which requires strong partnerships between public and private actors. EU’s global health policy strategy should be adapted and strengthened⁷ to better align with the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG), while also rethinking international cooperation.⁸ The updated strategy should enable an integrated and complementary decision process by member states and multilateral organisations like the World Health Organisation (WHO). The creation of a European Council for Health Research (Eu-CHR) as a coordination body should be considered. There is the need for an overarching One Health governance in Europe. It means that Health has to be included in the Green Deal and the European Digital Transition. A post-Covid Europe must be focused on health for all and must speak with one voice on Global governance for health.

---

⁴ https://www.nature.com/articles/s41591-021-01288-8
⁵ https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/default/files/research_and_innovation/strategy_on_research_and_innovation/documents/ec_r&i_2021-252.pdf
⁶ https://academic.oup.com/eurpub/article/31/5/929/6357865
⁷ https://www.bmj.com/content/376/bmj-2021-068124
⁸ https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PII/S0140-6736(22)00167-1/fulltext
⁹ https://www.bmj.com/content/373/bmj-2021-048124
Consolidated Recommendations

Health is at the crossroads of many issues and must be seen as a top EU priority. Investing in health and sustainable development is key for the safety and wellbeing of EU citizens. We call upon the EU ministers who met on February 9th, 2022, in Lyon-France to take global responsibility and make health a central priority for future EU actions. Think health globally!

CARING FOR PEOPLE AND THEIR ENVIRONMENT

GOVERNANCE
1. Affirm the European Union’s (EU) explicit competence to take global responsibilities and action on health policy.
2. Develop strong health innovation systems that can mitigate the weaknesses that left so many people vulnerable.
3. Strengthen coordinating mechanisms with solidarity principles between member states.

CRISIS MANAGEMENT
6. Develop more robust country-reporting mechanisms that consider the One Health concept.

MANUFACTURING AND LOGISTICS
11. Strengthen the EU’s role in the regulation and distribution of medical and pharmaceutical products to ensure that such products are readily available to all member states.
12. Improve global supply chains, production capacity, and stockpiling with specific mechanisms to procure adequate supplies in emergencies.
13. Sustain investment in infrastructure and in the workforce to ensure that health services become more resilient in the face of changing health needs and future threats.

EUROPE EMBRACING GLOBAL HEALTH RESPONSIBILITIES

GOVERNANCE
1. Define an EU Global Health Strategy and action plan aligned with the SDGs.
2. Prioritise measures to link Global Health with the One Sustainable Health approach.
3. Invest in strong, resilient, and inclusive health systems with appropriate workforce guaranteeing universal health coverage and reducing out-of-pocket payments below 15% of total health expenditures in all EU countries.
4. Improve coordination of international funding for core capacities and global actions to support investment in health.
5. Propose a new policy framework across sectors, across countries, in contribution to the SDGs for mutually beneficial innovative R&D.
6. Adopt a common EU position regarding the ongoing World Trade Organisation (WTO) negotiations about IP rights to remove all existing barriers to the universal and fair access to medical products in the context of a global health common threat.

CLIMATE – BIODIVERSITY – HEALTH NEXUS
7. Link healthcare performance to SDGs and strengthen the EU’s role in fighting climate change also in view of the many co-benefits for health.
8. Reinforce the Water-Energy-Food-Health Nexus and the Climate-Biodiversity-Health Nexus as an integral part of the G7 and G20 agenda.

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
9. Re-frame health as a central area of EU-African Union partnership and establish a Team Europe Initiative (TEI) to strengthen health systems and health research in Africa.
10. Enhance EU and its member states contribution to the global efforts to tackle global health threats (Covid pandemic - ACT-A; Global Fund, GAVI, etc.).
11. Support capacity bridging and reinforce on-site training of human resources in the One Sustainable Health approach in developing countries.

CRISIS MANAGEMENT
12. Facilitate sharing of pathogens, biological samples, genomic data, and development of timely medical solutions.
13. Increase laboratory and surveillance capacity to identify animal diseases and emerging pathogens in all countries.

INEQUITIES
14. Promote women’s health, maternal and child health, and gender equality.
15. Promote Universal Health Coverage (UHC) and equal access to medicines, within and between communities, regions, and cultures across the globe, “leaving no one behind”.

EMPOWERING WAYS TO BUILD EUROPEAN HEALTH UNION

GOVERNANCE
1. Improve communication and information by public authorities to citizens & vice versa.
2. Develop health democracy with balanced governance between society and political decision-makers, guided by evidence and leadership for better understanding and trust.
3. Encourage and operationalise the One Sustainable Health approach at all levels within the European Commission that assimilates the silos while promoting more transversal integration.
4. Evolve HERA into a multi-stakeholder platform.
5. Establish a European Health Insurance Fund to cover rare diseases.

DIGITALISATION AND DATA
9. Define common minimum standards for interoperability of data systems (e.g., European Health Data Hub) that could be used for rapid sharing and publication of harmonised health data.
11. Develop robust national surveillance and country-reporting mechanisms that take into account the One Health concept.
12. Counter the threat of “fake news” by furthering transdisciplinary research and communication mechanisms for rapid generation, translation, and sharing of accurate and trusted science-based evidence from research to implementation.
13. Strengthen cooperation between the EU and Africa on digital health to promote mutual learnings, stimulate the development of innovation, and enable co-investments. A strong cooperation between CDC Europe and CDC Africa can advance the agenda in data sharing agreements and improve cross-border disease surveillance.

HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS
14. Address the unequal distribution human resources in health in Europe, providing support to regions that have difficulties in attracting health professionals.
15. Promote training and education of health professionals to common standards and foster learning health systems.
16. Implement measures to safeguard the rights of health professionals, including those from other parts of the world.
RESEARCH
17. Develop a globally coordinated approach to discovering, developing, and delivering effective and safe medical solutions.
18. Ramp up the European Reference Networks (ERN) for Rare Diseases and extend their model to other complex diseases.
19. Set out a comprehensive strategy for health research with a structure that creates synergies between existing structures and performance: addressing fragmentation, providing continuity, supported by society, and with strong visionary leadership.
20. The creation of a European Council for Health Research (EUCORE) as a coordination body, will be an important and crucial step to implement the One Europe for Global Health Declaration and to overcome silos and fragmentation in the health sector.

Main documents and reports used for the consolidated recommendations:
“Drawing light from the pandemic, a new strategy for health and sustainable development” – by the European Observatory for Health
“The European Union and the negotiation of the international pandemic treaty: interests at stake and potential contribution” - Elisabet Ruiz Cairó - GLOBAL HEALTH CENTRE POLICY BRIEF I 2022

The resulting Consolidated Lyon Declaration for a European Health Union urges European stakeholders in Global Health to make a long-term commitment now for future generations, act locally while thinking globally, come together in equity and solidarity, limit silos with more intersectoral cooperation and commit to good governance for a European Health Union.

After the first event organised in Lyon on February 8th, 2022, under the One Sustainable Health for All Foundation, the Lyon Declaration for a European Health Union was presented on February 10th in Grenoble (France) to the 27 European health ministers. Two official events took place in October at the 2022 Berlin World Health Summit (WHS): a workshop on unifying Europe with “One Voice for European Global Health and One Health Strategy” and a side-event aimed towards “Building a European Health Union”.

The One Europe for Global Health civil society coalition aims to bundle the voices from the diversity of professional organisations and citizens across Europe and around the world.

This initiative came to life on February 8th, 2022, through the commitment of several One Sustainable Health Forum members who mobilised in Lyon, at the occasion of the European Ministers of Health and Foreign Affairs meeting, during the French Presidency of the Council of the European Union.

The resulting Consolidated Lyon Declaration for a European Health Union urges European stakeholders in Global Health to make a long-term commitment now for future generations, act locally while thinking globally, come together in equity and solidarity, limit silos with more intersectoral cooperation and commit to good governance for a European Health Union.

After the first event organised in Lyon on February 8th, 2022, under the One Sustainable Health for All Foundation, the Lyon Declaration for a European Health Union was presented on February 10th in Grenoble (France) to the 27 European health ministers. Two official events took place in October at the 2022 Berlin World Health Summit (WHS): a workshop on unifying Europe with “One Voice for European Global Health and One Health Strategy” and a side-event aimed towards “Building a European Health Union”.

The youth of today are the leaders of tomorrow and through these discussions and debates all can learn, via sharing insights and opinions.
3. Governance & Financing

1. "Amendments" with the format "City Name Amendment".

2. and future contributions during the subsequent Presidencies.

3. Declaration for a European Health Union), through the World Health Summit in Berlin, on to Prague during the Czech Presidency of Spain and, ultimately the UN 2030 Agenda.

4. The Lyon Declaration will be referred to as the "OEGH Declaration" to reflect the encompassing nature of its scope and future contributions during the subsequent Presidencies.

5. The February 9th, 2023, during the Swedish Presidency, the coalition is invited to participate in a day of hybrid conference in Stockholm and online. The new EU commission Global Health Strategy will set the scene for the morning meeting within the Nobel Forum, arranged by Karolinska Institutet in dialogue with the Swedish Ministry of Health and Social Affairs and the Swedish Ministry for Foreign Affairs.

This meeting will be an opportunity to discuss the EU’s role and reach in Global Health, and hear distinguished guests and experts address the changing role of the EU as a global health actor with the aim to contribute to a European convergence on global health action with the new EU Global Health Strategy as a basis. Emphasis will be placed on the importance of having open and constructive cross-sectoral dialogue between academia, non-governmental organisations (NGOs), policymakers, and other vital stakeholders to reach the Global Health Strategy and ultimately the UN 2030 Agenda.

In the afternoon there will be a conference and round table co-organised with the OEGH coalition in view of proposing the essence of the Stockholm Amendment of the OEGH declaration.

The OEGH coalition aims to foster not only health in Europe, but health globally, based on Recognising the fundamental interconnectedness of humans and our health and actions, with those of animals and the environment.

It is essential to consolidate the voices of the citizens, crystallising them around concrete recommendations to implement One Europe for Global Health.

The February 9th seminar in Stockholm carries on the torch lit by universities and NGOs in Lyon during the French Presidency of the Council of the EU ("The Lyon Consolidated Declaration for a European Health Union"), through the World Health Summit in Berlin, on to Prague during the Czech Republic Presidency where the Lyon Consolidated Declaration has been renamed the "One Europe for Global Health (OEGH) Declaration" as set in the Prague Amendment and, moving forward, through the Presidencies of Spain and Belgium. The OEGH Declaration is a living document that caters for sustainability and long-term commitment with the message that we need "One Europe for Global Health".

To safeguard health - planetary, animal and human, the OEGH Declaration calls for a long-term commitment for future generations, a global perspective, equity and solidarity, cross-sectoral cooperation, and improved governance.

---

**ORGANISATION & ACTIONS**

**FORTHCOMING STOCKHOLM 2023 SESSION**

On February 9th, 2023, during the Swedish Presidency, the coalition is invited to participate in a day of hybrid conference at Karolinska Institutet in Stockholm and online. The new EU commission Global Health Strategy will set the scene for the morning meeting within the Nobel Forum, arranged by Karolinska Institutet in dialogue with the Swedish Ministry of Health and Social Affairs and the Swedish Ministry for Foreign Affairs.

This meeting will be an opportunity to discuss the EU’s role and reach in Global Health, and hear distinguished guests and experts address the changing role of the EU as a global health actor with the aim to contribute to a European convergence on global health action with the new EU Global Health Strategy as a basis. Emphasis will be placed on the importance of having open and constructive cross-sectoral dialogue between academia, non-governmental organisations (NGOs), policymakers, and other vital stakeholders to reach the Global Health Strategy and ultimately the UN 2030 Agenda.

In the afternoon there will be a conference and round table co-organised with the OEGH coalition in view of proposing the essence of the Stockholm Amendment of the OEGH declaration.

The OEGH coalition aims to foster not only health in Europe, but health globally, based on Recognising the fundamental interconnectedness of humans and our health and actions, with those of animals and the environment.

It is essential to consolidate the voices of the citizens, crystallising them around concrete recommendations to implement One Europe for Global Health.

The February 9th seminar in Stockholm carries on the torch lit by universities and NGOs in Lyon during the French Presidency of the Council of the EU ("The Lyon Consolidated Declaration for a European Health Union"), through the World Health Summit in Berlin, on to Prague during the Czech Republic Presidency where the Lyon Consolidated Declaration has been renamed the "One Europe for Global Health (OEGH) Declaration" as set in the Prague Amendment and, moving forward, through the Presidencies of Spain and Belgium. The OEGH Declaration is a living document that caters for sustainability and long-term commitment with the message that we need "One Europe for Global Health".

To safeguard health - planetary, animal and human, the OEGH Declaration calls for a long-term commitment for future generations, a global perspective, equity and solidarity, cross-sectoral cooperation, and improved governance.

---

**3. Governance**

1. Consistency and Clarity are needed to define the responsibilities of each international organisation regarding One Health and Global Health objectives. For example, articulation between EU Strategy and the Quadripartite program (WHO, WOAH, FAO, UNEP), and with actions within member states.

2. Agreement on definitions of key facets of One Health and Global Health will allow development of a common understanding that will facilitate communication and action, aligning strategies and move towards joint positions.

3. Historically, and currently, health decisions reside with national or European authorities, whereas there are shared competencies in other sectors, such as fishing and environment. One Health competencies should be considered as shared national, European and International prerogatives. This includes data sharing.

4. The Lyon Declaration will be referred to as the "OEGH Declaration" to reflect the encompassing nature of its scope and future contributions during the subsequent Presidencies.

5. National public health institutions need to be at the centre of public health infrastructure.

6. Financing

3.2.1. Establish criteria for joint financing of One Health and Global Health actions / infrastructure.

3.2.2. Optimise / Develop financing methodology to allow more effective translation of innovative research into life-saving treatments, as well as social and organisational improvements in an equitable manner.

3.2.3. Establish equitable financing mechanisms for European and Global Health actions / infrastructure.

7. Establishing the responsibilities of each international organisation regarding One Health and Global Health objectives. For example, articulation between EU Strategy and the Quadripartite program (WHO, WOAH, FAO, UNEP), and with actions within member states.

8. Agreement on definitions of key facets of One Health and Global Health will allow development of a common understanding that will facilitate communication and action, aligning strategies and move towards joint positions.

9. Historically, and currently, health decisions reside with national or European authorities, whereas there are shared competencies in other sectors, such as fishing and environment. One Health competencies should be considered as shared national, European and International prerogatives. This includes data sharing.

10. The Lyon Declaration will be referred to as the "OEGH Declaration" to reflect the encompassing nature of its scope and future contributions during the subsequent Presidencies.

11. National public health institutions need to be at the centre of public health infrastructure.

12. Financing

3.2.1. Establish criteria for joint financing of One Health and Global Health actions / infrastructure.

3.2.2. Optimise / Develop financing methodology to allow more effective translation of innovative research into life-saving treatments, as well as social and organisational improvements in an equitable manner.

3.2.3. Establish equitable financing mechanisms for all LMICs including those in and around the EU, to ensure co-investment in One Health (Public Health and Climate Health).

3.2.4. Strive to ensure Official Development Assistance (ODA) is applied to capacity building and infrastructure such as investment in global public goods and commons, for example, a network of public health institutions, production facilities for vaccines and medicines.

4. Highlight the importance of Environmental health in Global Health efforts.

4.1. Balance composition of "Climate Health", "Animal Health" and "Human Health" committees to include members knowledgeable in the complementary expertise: animal, human or climate / environmental health. These different competencies must be integrated to become "One Health / Global Health Committees".

4.2. Encourage capacity-building & collaboration between animal and human health and climate health professionals.

4.2.1. Generate a resource of case-studies illustrating key aspects of their interconnectivity.

4.3. Embrace "preventive / protective actions" for Global Health

4.3.1. Address the "determinants of health" including social and economic environment, physical and natural environment, individual characteristics and behaviours and political and commercial impetus.

4.4. Empower the "European patient" through One Health and Global Health

4.4.1. Give citizens the possibility to receive and access preventive care, health services, innovative / novel medicines, Food/nutrition more equitably/ uniformly.

5. Centre Youth involvement to ensure Sustainability in European Health policies

5.1. Education: to ensure the young health professionals have basic exposure to the concepts of One Health, these topics must be integrated into mandatory medical school and university curriculum.

5.2. Connect Youth to stakeholders – Evaluate connectedness – establish role(s) and modus operandi.
BACKGROUND

The One Europe for Global Health civil society coalition aims to improve and integrate Global Health and One Health priorities into European policies, strategies and actions by engaging European civil society and convening actors from all sectors.

This initiative came to life on February 8th, 2022, through the commitment of several One Sustainable Health Forum members who mobilised in Lyon, at the occasion of the European Ministers of Health and Foreign Affairs meeting, during the French Presidency of the Council of the European Union.

The resulting Consolidated Lyon Declaration for a European Union.

After the first event organised in Lyon on February 8th, 2022, the One Europe for Global Health Declaration coalition participated in a day of hybrid conferences at Karolinska Institutet in Stockholm and online. The new EU Commission Global Health Strategy set the scene for the morning meeting within the Nobel Forum, arranged by Karolinska Institutet in dialogue with the Swedish Ministry of Health and Social Affairs and the Swedish Ministry for Foreign Affairs. This meeting offered an opportunity to discuss the EU’s role and reach in Global Health, and hear distinguished guests and experts address the changing role of the EU as a global health actor with the aim to contribute to a European convergence on global health action with the new EU Global Health Strategy as a basis. Emphasis was placed on the importance of having an open and constructive cross-sectoral dialogue between academia, non-governmental organisations (NGOs), policymakers, and other vital stakeholders to reach the Global Health Strategy and ultimately the UN 2030 Agenda.

The Swedish Government representation was led by Jakob FORSSMELD, Minister for Social Affairs and Public Health. Two high level representatives of the European Commission, Gabriella FESUS, Head of Unit, DG International Partnerships, and Francisco PÉREZ CARADO, Adviser to the Director General on the External Dimension of Health, DG SANTE, were present to offer insight on European objectives, while being available for informal exchanges.

In the afternoon, a conference and round table were co-organised with the OEGH coalition in view of proposing the essence of the Stockholm Amendment of the One Europe for Global Health Declaration. A note describing the essence of meetings has been accepted for publication in the British Medical Journal.

STOCKHOLM AMENDMENT

1. Human Rights, Solidarity, Equity, Inclusion and Equal Partnerships

1.1. The EU must continue to be a strong voice for human rights. This needs to be well expressed in and derived from any strategy of the EU.

1.2. Create conditions for equal / equitable partnerships.

1.2.1. Methodologies and partnerships in problem identification, planning, acting and evaluation must be based on human rights, solidarity, equality, and inclusion while integrating local priorities and knowledge.

1.2.2. Strive to achieve common understanding and goals to favour intersectoral collaboration.

1.3. Stimulate conditions for building equitable work forces to provide equitable health care and access to health services.

1.4. Encourage the European Union to intensify the identification of competent individuals and entities to participate in the discussions and corresponding actions.

1.5. Involve countries and communities in decisions regarding implementation of One Health and Global Health through a multi-stakeholder platform embedded in the governance.

1.6. Encourage and ensure equity, through fostering legislation with binding language.

1.7. Any consideration of health security must encompass the impacts of non-communicable diseases (NCDs) in addition to communicable diseases (CDs) under equal partnerships, while implementing the principles of solidarity, equity, and inclusion.

2. Implement One Health

2.1. The need to clearly define One Health is reiterated – notably in the context of Global Health, Planetary Health, and Animal Health.

2.2. Address the complexity of intersectoral collaboration and actions.

2.2.1. Identify where the complications are; Strive to remove / reduce / circumvent them.

2.2.2. Identify and work towards common goals and understanding with the different actors: Governments, Civil Society and Private sector – Glocally.

2.2.3. Sensitise / Educate donors on prioritisation of outcomes so they are intersectoral (broad vs singular impact).

2.2.4. Underline the importance of climate and environmental action within the animal and human health sectors, and vice versa.

2.3. Foster capacity building within institutions, enterprises and society.

2.3.1. Key role of Universities as source of intellectual, social and technical expertise regarding One Health / Global Health.

2.3.2. Build trust between Universities, Governments and Civil Society.

2.3.3. Include experts from the Global South and North.

2.4. Favour cohesion of articulation between international and national organisations.

2.4.1. Establish which entities and leaders are responsible for ensuring health and well-being “Glocally”.

2.4.2. Promote dialogue & transparency.

2.4.3. Develop communication based on concrete examples to help raise awareness in Europe and globally.
2.5. Leverage clear examples of how to implement One Health.

2.5.1. e.g. AMREF example of increase in Non-Communicable Diseases (NCD’s) resulting from trade agreements favours import of processed & fast foods.

2.5.2. e.g. via efforts of the One Sustainable Health for All Foundation.

3. Integrate One Health into trade and economy

3.1. Operationalisation and Implementation require measurability of impact.

3.1.1. Encourage establishment of norms and values governing One Health / Global Health.

3.1.2. Involve local actors - identify realistic objectives to set the criteria.

3.1.3. Use science-based monitoring to set the methodology and measure the impact of implementation.

3.1.4. Establish common health metrics key to assess health investments, measure their impact on economic growth and societal well-being and to ensure health and financial system resilience.¹

3.2. Identify / reduce / eliminate trade policies in the EU that can have a negative impact on health, especially outside the EU, e.g. related to climate, agriculture, food and nutrition.

4. Youth

4.1. Education is key, starting from the youngest age.

4.1.1. Favour development of “stories” and support materials for youth vs age.

4.1.2. Leverage acceptable internet and social network conduits for older youth and young adults.

4.2. Favour involvement of existing youth organisations in monitoring progress of “Team Europe” and other international and national institutions towards operationalisation of One Health.

4.2.1. Consider the excellent potential of bilateral involvement of OEGH and Open Diplomacy with potential to offer “in kind” support & contributions.

THE SPAIN 2023 SESSION

The upcoming Spanish Presidency of the Council of the European Union will offer a unique opportunity to bridge the Global North and South in the regional summit between the EU and the Community of Latin America and Caribbean states (CELAC), “… bringing together European, Latin American, and Caribbean leaders to strengthen relations between both regions. These summits are the main forums for dialogue and cooperation between Europe, and Latin American and Caribbean states.”

One Europe for Global Health Coalition aims to carry our message to the leaders present to stimulate awareness and catalyse concrete actions leveraging the conclusions of the One Sustainable Health for All Forum in July 2023.⁴

Several health issues have been identified for specific focus during the Spanish Presidency including Antimicrobial Resistance (AMR), HIV, promotion of European data regulation and Digital Health. The push for a new global health system and the pandemic treaty are also highlighted. The organisers of the discussions in Spain for the One Europe for Global Health Coalition will offer dialogue on select aspects, bringing One Health, and implementation thereof, into the spotlight.

About Us

The One Sustainable Health for All Foundation was created on September 1, 2020, under the aegis of the Bullukian Foundation, in Lyon, France, as a response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Its objectives are to increase dialogue and innovative projects between public and private partners in favor of a holistic approach to health. This within the framework of a collaborative and inclusive action, without borders, aligned with the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG 2030).

The Sustainable Health for All Foundation is currently supporting two complementary activities:

- The One Sustainable Health (OSH) Forum, launched in 2021, to promote a “One Health / Planetary Health” transdisciplinary approach. The OSH Forum organises regular events to raise awareness and bridge diverse organisations. It leads thematic Working Groups which aim to facilitate the operational implementation of projects integrating human, animal and environmental health.

- The Coalition One Europe for Global Health (OEGH), launched in 2022 during the French Presidency of the European Union, to promote the “One Health” approach and Global Health in the EU strategy.

OUR CURRENT TEAM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laura BABBIER</td>
<td>Communication Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max CLARON</td>
<td>OSH Forum Advisor, OSH Forum Coordinator (2021-2023)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joel LAROUGIE</td>
<td>Chief of Staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stéphan ROUHET</td>
<td>OSH Forum Scientific Committee Coordinator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OUR FORMER COLLABORATORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marie-Laure BOULOT</td>
<td>OEGH Coordinator (2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean-Pierre ODDOU</td>
<td>Chief of Staff (2023)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathilde CERVANTES</td>
<td>Communication (2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathalie CHAUMETON</td>
<td>Administration (2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johanna DURAND</td>
<td>Partnerships (2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia FOURNIER</td>
<td>Communication Officer (2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jules MATHAIS</td>
<td>Communication (2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean-Paul NOBECOURT</td>
<td>Communication (2022)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

STRAIGHT COMMITTEE

One Sustainable Health for All Foundation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patrick DEBÉ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean-Pierre CLAVERANNE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antoine FLAHAULT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delalé GANTEN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OPERATIONAL COMMITTEE

One Sustainable Health for All Foundation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jean ALBERGEL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roland GÖHDE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armelle HEBERT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer HEURLY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yves MARTIN-PREVEL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stéphanie TCHONBIANO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Report to the G20 Presidency and B20 Health Taskforce by Harvard University, The G20 Health and Development Partnership, ifoIR Institute, Medicines for Malaria Venture
2 https://www.open-diplomacy.eu
4 https://www.open-diplomacy.eu
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One Voice for a European Global Health and One Health Strategy
2022
OSH FORUM BERLIN

Tackling One Sustainable Health Challenges
2023
OSH FORUM BERLIN

implementing the One Health Approach: what is being done?
2022
OSH FORUM GENEVA

Founding dinner of the OSH Forum, on 2 October 2020 in Talloires with: Runa KHAN (Friendship), Jean-Paul MOATTI (IRD), Valerie FAILLAT (Foundation S), Eric COMTE (Geneva Health Forum), Sana DE COURCELLES (Representation French at Geneva), Jean-Christophe RUPIN (Académie), Marie-Sol SOULAS (Live by GL), William LEBEDEL (Friendship France) et Benoît HAMEL.

OSH FORUM GENEVA

Founding dinner of the OSH Forum, on 2 October 2020 in Talloires with: Runa KHAN (Friendship), Jean-Paul MOATTI (IRD), Valerie FAILLAT (Foundation S), Eric COMTE (Geneva Health Forum), Sana DE COURCELLES (Representation French at Geneva), Jean-Christophe RUPIN (Académie), Marie-Sol SOULAS (Live by GL), William LEBEDEL (Friendship France) et Benoît HAMEL.
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The partnership signed on 24 October 2020 at the Embassy of France in Berlin, between the One Sustainable Health (OSH) for All Foundation and the World Health Summit (WHS), was the act of commitment for the creation of the “One Sustainable Health” Forum (OSH). In the month that followed, on November 12, 2020, France and Germany supported the creation of the “One Health High Level Experts Panel” (OHHLEP) in collaboration with four UN agencies (“World Health Organisation” (WHO), “Food and Agriculture Organisation” (FAO), “World Organisation for Animal Health” (WOAH), “United Nations Environment Programme” (UNEP)) to define the “One Health” approach with its priorities for action.

The personal commitment of the members of the Scientific Advisory Board, which met at the beginning of 2021, made it possible to define the concept of “One Sustainable Health” and to agree on the six themes of the “International Working Groups” (IWG). Coming from diverse backgrounds, they agreed on the value of developing an OSH approach. We would like to warmly thank them for their commitment which allowed the OSH Forum to be joined by a diversity of experts and organisations (cf. list of SAB members on page 80-81). The partnership with the Geneva Health Forum, complementary to that of the World Health Summit (WHS), has enabled us to expand our network of international experts.
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Thank you to all the experts involved in the IWG, to all the leaders who commit their organisation to the OSH Forum (cf. list page 83-86), aware of the complementarities to be developed, as well as to the entire team of the OSH for All Foundation, who are greatly invested in this exciting adventure.
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This borderless transdisciplinary adventure around the Living Planet continues and we thank you for taking the time to share an interest in it.
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